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Firefighters
respond to
chemical leak
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Murray firefighters responded to a report of a possible
chemical leak on Max Hurt
Drive Wednesday, but there
was "never any danger to the
public," according to Murray
Fire Inspector Dickie Walls
Walls said seven firefighters and two trucks responded
to a call from Paschall Truck
Lines at 2 16 p m Wednesday
that there was a chemical lead
inside one of its trailers
They had loaded a truck
and had smashed some containers of chemical.- Walls said
"There was no actual spill out
of the truck It was not harmful."
The chemical was a pesticide commonly found in flea
bath, Walls said He said a
hazardous materials team from
Calved City was called in to
clean up the spit and the firefighters left at approximately
3:43 p.m. The road was blocked
off from the time the firefighters arrived until the time they
left.
Walls said as a precaution.
employees of Sportable Scoreboards were instructed to
remain inside their building until
the nature of the spill could
be determined.
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Board delays foundation decision
MCCH employees' health
insurance to change
By ,DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Larry Elkins was OK with a decision to wait a while longer for
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital board to react to a Calloway
County Fiscal Court resolution concerning the ongoing controversy
over hospital's Community Healthcare Foundation.
But the Calloway County
judge/executive, who is also a hospital board commissioner, wasn't
as happy with the board's deci-

sion to change its employees' health
insurance benefits.
Elkins and fellow commissioner John Youngerman were the dissenters in a 6-2 vote to offer
employees a choice of two insurance options - a move Elkins said
he disliked in part because it seemed
to increase the amount employees
pay for the same benefits.
Both issues came up during
Wednesday's monthly hospital
board meeting, which included the
attendance of all but one of the

chairmen of the foundation's committees and area media.
County
Attorney
Randy
Hutchens repeated statements he
made at a July 24 Special fiscal
court meeting questioning the legality of transferring what he said
are public funds to a private corporation. He noted that, in theory, the hospital board could transfer other, or. all, assets to private
hands.
The special fiscal court meeting ended with magistrates approving a resolution asking the hospital board to retrieve start-up funds
- now valued at about $1.85 million, according to Hutchens - it
transferred to the foundation.

The resolution asks the hospital board to establish a fund-raising arrangement with the foundation in accordance with state open
meetings laws.
Following a one-hour executive
session Wednesday, the hospital
board, on Elkins' !notion, voted
to table the resolution to see if a
compromise can be reached. The
executive session was called in
order to discuss the lawsuit filed
by former financial officer Danny
Watters, which, according to board
chairman Scott Seiber, might affect
the foundation issue.
Hutchens said he is not opposed
to forming a foundation.
"It's the transfer of money that

is the problem,' Hutchens said.
Court rulings and attorney general's opinions indicate such transfers can be done when it is for
a "public purpose," but that that
is defined by a local legislature,
such as the fiscal court or city
council, Hutchens said.
"You're not a legislature," he
told commissioners.
Hutchens said he was told in
a meeting with Elkins, Ken Winters, the volunteer chairman of,the
foundation board, and Stephen
Sanders, the hospital board's attorney, that money is needed for travel and dining when recruiting pos-

• See Page 2

Attorney asks
to drop three
clients in MSU
dorm fire suit

the board secretary, who will be
Yvonne Lovell, the executive assistant to KSU President George Reid.
Reid is the focal point for division on the board. Many of the
holdover board members have wanted to end Reid's tenure as president.
Bennett, who was defeated for vice
chairman, said the board secretary
should not be associated with the
president's office.
KSU has a long history of tur-

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Depositions of five people suing over the investigation and
prosecution of the fatal 1998 Murray State University dormitory fire have been postponed as their attorney seeks to withdraw as counsel for three of his clients.
John Smith of Louisville said Tuesday he has been unable
to contact Jeremy Baker, Fred McGrath and Lana Phelps to
answer questions about the allegations made in the October
1999 lawsuit against state police and prosecutors.
As a result, he made motions, filed Monday in Calloway
Circuit Court, to withdraw as the attorney for them and to
dismiss the state police members as defendants in their individual capacities.
"A lot of it is wrapped up in the way you build your
case," Smith said in a telephone interview Wednesday morning of the motion to dismiss the state police members.
Civil rules mean the plaintiffs have to answer formal questions, or interrogatories, put forth by the defendants, Smith
said. But he has been unable to contact the three by mail or
on the telephone.
"Everyone has a responsibility to stay in contact with us,"
Smith said Tuesday. He added that approval of his motions
to withdraw as counsel will not mean McGrath, Baker and
Phelps cannot remain in the lawsuit, but he will not be representing them.
McGrath was scheduled for a deposition Wednesday afternoon at the Executive Inn in Paducah. Depositions for Baker,
John (kJ.) Haney and Brian Levine were slated for Thursday
and for Phelps on Friday.
They were among seven people originally charged in connection with the September 1998 arson fire in Hester Residential .College that killed one student and seriously injured
another. Felony charges against them were later dismissed.
Five of them later sued state police investigators, the agency
itself, then-KSP Commissioner Gary Rose, Commonwealth's
Attorney Mike Ward and his assistant, Gail Portis Baggett,
alleging malicious prosecution, wrongful arrest, intentional
infliction of emotional distress and defamation.
They alleged claimed they were untruthfully told by inves-
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Employee
claims he
was demoted
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
A Kentucky State University
employee claims he
was
stripped of his managerial duties
for refusing to use university
money for personal items for
President George Reid.
KSU director of facilities management Douglas "Woody"
Baldwin also said he was
demoted because he wouldn't
use his influence to help elect
a Reid supporter to the KSU
board of regents.
Baldwin, however, remains
on the payroll with no job title
or duties and spends his time
just sitting in a room, according to his attorney, Paul "Skip"
Gaines.
Baldwin, who has worked
for 25 years at KSU, is still
being paid his salary of approximately $71,000, Gaines said.
He just sits in an empty
office humiliated with nothing
to do," Gaines said. "This has
been going on because he
wouldn't play ball. Woody wouldn't buy President Reid's trinkets he wanted the university
to pay for.
Gaines declined to elaborate on the "trinkets."
Reid has purchased hundreds of dollars worth of personal items which were charged
to the university. Purchases
included a cat scratching post,
mouthwash, deodorant, a foot
bath and vitamins. KSU officials say Reid has reimbursed
the university approximately
$1,700 for some of those purchases.
KSU spokeswoman Jacqueline Bingham referred all questions to KSU legal counsel
William E. Johnson.
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MAKING IT SOLID...Murray State University facilities maintenance workers drop concrete on
top of a drainage pipe being installed Wednesday. The project is expected to take a couple
of weeks to complete.

Election shows KSU division
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Kentucky State University's board of
regents elected new officers at their
retreat Tuesday in a vote that showed
there are still sharp divisions among
members.
Bill Wilson, an executive with
Kentucky Educational Television, was
elected chairman. Harry Lee Waterfield II, a Frankfort insurance executive, was elected vice chairman.
Both were appointed within the
last two months by Gov. Paul Patton and both were elected by iden-

tical 6-4 votes. Voting for the two
were Laura Douglas and Marlene
Helm, also appointed by Patton within the last few weeks. Joining the
vote were Dwayne Cash, the newly
elected student regent, and Roger
Reynolds.
The four dissenting votes were
Anthony Howard, the former vice
chairman who was also a candidate
for chairman, Brenda Schissler, faculty regent Charles Bennett and staff
regent Cornelia Calhoun.
There was a 6-4 vote also to select

State uses inmates to
key in personal data
FRANKFORT. Ky.(API -- The state uses
inmates at a medium-security prison to make
computer entries of personal information
from birth and death certificates, marriage
licenses and divorces.
State Sen. Bob Jackson, D-Murray, said
Wednesday the public will be surprised and
concerned to learn about the practice.
"Whether it's public record or not, I don't
think the average citizen on the street knows
this is occurring," Jackson said during a
meeting of the Government Contract Review
Committee.
"I'm somewhat concerned about having
convicted felons handling sensitive information," said Sen. Katie Stine, R-Fort Thomas.
The committee deferred action on a contract between the Cabinet for Health Services and Kentucky Correctional Industries
to study the arrangement more.
Tom Grissom, director of the prison work
program, said security is a serious issue for
the data entry section that employs 94 people at the Luther Luckett Correctional Complex near LaGrange.
"We feel like we're much more secure
than they are in the private sector," Grissom said.
Inmates cannot take personal items or
writing materials into the work area, are
watched by civilian supervisors and do not
have access to copiers. The number of documents going into the work area is con-

stantly reconciled with the documents coming out.
"We've been doing this work since 1982
and there have been no major problems,"
Grissom said.
But the work was pulled from the inmates
from 1993 to 1998 because of one incident.
In that case, Grissom said an inmate saw a
birth certificate for his own
grandchild. The inmate was
estranged from his daughter, but contacted another
of his daughters, who told
the mother about the contact. The mother objected
to the information being
available.
Grissom said no laws
were broken and no threats
were ever made.
JACKSON
Cabinet officials said
Wednesday they are satisfied with the security precautions and happy with the money
saved by using inmates. The arrangement
pays correctional industries $7.50 per 10,000
kei strokes, which Grissom said is a third
of what the state would pay a private vendor.
The records contain personal information
such as addresses. dates of birth and even
Social Security numbers.

•See Page 2
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HIGH WIRE ACT...WKRECC lineman Greg Charles configures a transformer Wednesday on U.S. 641 North. WKRECC is moving the lines
in anticipation of the KY 68/80 extension north of town.
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From Page 1
sible foundation donors.
Those, he said, "are not a public purpose."
Hutchens said he also was told
foundation board members would
not want to be held accountable
for everything they do. Gesturing
toward the foundation committee
chairmen sitting behind him,
Hutchens said he knew them and
didn't think they would have a problem with accountability.
Sanders responded by saying
Hutchens wasn't relating all of the
conversation at that meeting.
Sanders said he noted at that meeting that the foundation board members wouldn't want to be accountable to "a nickel-and-dime politician."
"Quit taking things out of context and trying to be that politician," Sanders said, standing and
pointing at Hutchens just a few
feet away.
The employee medical insurance issue followed a report by
chief financial officer Louis Vetter of the board's ad hoc insurance committee meeting Aug. 10
during which the new insurance
plan was approved.
Vetter noted that the hospital's
insurance plan, compared with 16
others in the area and the state,
was 33 percent higher than the
industry average in during the 199899 fiscal year. That means the
hospital spent $6,300 per employee, or about $5.2 million, he said.
So far this year, the insurance
plan is 15 percent above the indus-

try standard, which will cost the
hospital about $4.5 million.
Proposed Plan A will cost a
full-time employee enrolled in a
family plan $80 per paycheck, or
$160 a month, compared to the
current $60-per-paycheck cost.
Plan A calls for a $600 deductible
at the local hospital; $900 at a
preferred provider not at MCCH,
but within its network; and $2,400
at an out-of-network provider. The
maximum out-of-pocket expenses
after the deductible will be $2,400,
$3,000 and $9,000, respectively.
Plan B, which will have the
same $60-per-paycheck cost as the
current plan, calls for a $1,500
deductible at MCCP; $2,100 at
an MCCH-recommended preferred
provider; and $4,500 out-of-network. The maximum out-of-pocket expenses would be $4,800,
$6,000 and $15,000, respectively.
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From Page 1
The contract at issue Wednesday was for the inmates to enter
data from old paper birth certificates from 1911 to 1960. There
is another contract to enter the
current data from the other records.
Sandra Davis, registrar of vital
statistics, said some of the personal information is not all that
personal anyway.
"If you have my name and my
date of birth, you can have my
birth certificate if you pay for it,"
Davis told the committee. That
birth certificate contains the Social
Security numbers of both parents,
she said.
Social Security numbers are not
considered public records and are
hidden from documents ordinarily
released under the state Open
Records Law.
A partisan fight broke out among

"We still consider ourselves very From Page 1
generous," Vetter said, and several board members agreed it was
still a good deal. Vetter also noted
that it will translate into a $250,000
savings for the hospital.
Elkins, though, questioned making the change considering the
hospital's financial status. He said
later he was referring to the recent
approval of a $150,000-plus consulting contract with former hospital president/CEO Stuart Poston.
In other matters, the board
approved the resignation of John
Peck effective Sept. I, who recently took a job a Hopkinsville Federal Bank. Seiber asked the nominating committee to present a new
representative of the city council.
Seiber also appointed Elkins,
Tommy Marshall, Don Chamberlain and David McMullin to a
committee to pick a slate of candidates for hospital board officers.

committee members over another
contract for lobbying services for
the state in Washington. The state
has hired a Washington firm since
1996, when it closed its own office
in the capital.
Denis Fleming, Gov. Paul Patton's general counsel, said the firm
has been helpful in obtaining transportation grants, working out issues
relating to the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant and other matters.
Sen. Katie Stine, R-Fort Thomas,
said the office seemed "redundant"
because the state has elected officials in Washington looking out
for Kentucky interests.
"What you're telling me is the
Clinton-Gore administration is so
hostile to Kentucky that we have
to pay lobbyists," Stine said.
Sen. Marshall Long, D-Shelbyville, fired back. "If we're going
to get partisan here, let's talk about
the senators who aren't getting the
job done," Long said.

Every Friday Night
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moil, with three of the last four
presidents essentially leaving in
disputes with their boards.
Waterfield noted that "people
in this community questioned my
sanity" when he agreed to serve
on the KSU board.
But Wilson said the board must
get on with overseeing the university, which is mired in financial difficulties and academic
malaise.
State Auditor Ed Hatchett has
issued a scathing report about the
lack of controls over the school's
finances, even going to far as to
say the university's books are not
reliable.
Wilson -said he would ordinarily advise against new board members serving in leadership roles,
but KSU is "not operating in what
I would classify as normal circumstances."
The board plans two days of
meetings to go over financial issues
as well as management and academic matters.
Wilson pledged that he will
respect opposing opinions among
board members.

MSU
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From Page 1
tigators that they flunked polygraph tests that were administered
without an attorney present.
They also said they were later
arrested following grand jury testimony compelled by improper subpoenas from Ward's office.
Special Judge Will Shadoan of
Wickliffe ruled in March that the
state police as an agency and its
investigators were protected in their
official capacities by the state's
sovereign immunity law.
Shadoan had not ruled on
Smith's motions as of Wednesday.
Smith said he has been given
three more weeks to submit interrogatories, then a new date for
depositions will be set, probably
before November.
He also said there is no projected trial date.
"It's a little too early for that,"
Smith said. "If we had gotten
through the depositions this week,
we might have started talking about

Richard named
last'Survivor'
MIDDLETOWN, R.I. (AP) —
He was taunted for his penchant
for nudity, condemned as manipulative and even called a snake
by a fellow castaway.
On Wednesday. Richard Hatch
earned another label: millionaire.
The 39-year-old corporate trainer took home the cash prize and
a new car on the final episode of
CBS' "Survivor," confounding
those certain his scheming would
cost him in the end.
"I didn't think he'd win it,"
said Andrew Gold, co-owner of
Golds Wood Fired Grill & Cafe,
where Hatch ate almost daily while
he trained for the show. "He,wasn't worried if people liked him
or didn't like him. You can hate
him for that or call him arrogant.
Obviously, it worked."
Outlasting Susan Hawk, Rudy
Boesch and Kelly Wiglesworth,
Hatch became the sole survivor
from the original 16 who marooned
themselves on the remote tropical
island Pulau Tiga at the series'
launch in May.
The final choice — between
Hatch and Wiglesworth — was
handed down by a jury of seven
former tribe-mates. Their vote —
some complete with personal vitriol — was a squeaker: 4 to 3.
"I wouldn't change anything
that I did," Rich told the jury in
a final statement.
Then, waiting for the ballots to
be tallied, he admitted, "I can't
breathe."
When "Survivor" host Jeff Probst finally called out his name,
there was a sprinkling of applause
from his fellow castaways. Rich
looked stunned.
His sister, Sue, however, leapt
out of her chair at the Sportsticket
bar in Middletown. "Good for
him," she said. "He played the
game well and he deserves it."
The scene in Kernville, Calif.,
was different: A chorus of boos
and hisses followed news that
Wiglesworth, the 23-year-old runner-up, would be taking home the
second-place prize of $100,000.
"I'm so disappointed, but I'm
proud of her at the same time,"

said Amanda Szecsei, 25, who
works with Wiglesworth as a river
guide for White Water Voyages.
When "Survivor" premiered
three months ago, critics called it
"Gilligan's Island" meets "Lord of
the Flies."
But the TV show more directly comparable was "Dallas." Since
that drama's "Who Shot J.R.')"
stunt in 1980, nothing on television had gripped the nation in
quite the same way — until "Survivor."
An audience that experts said
might reach 40 million viewers
awaited the final resolution. Fans
threw "Survivor" parties, complete
with tropical costumes and the
ever-present threat of getting voted
out of the bash.
At the Newport Athletic Club,
where Hatch trained before going
on the show and still works out,
a crowd of about 40 people watching the final episode erupted in
cheers.
The club was decorated with
balloon parrots and mini-torches
with the names of the final four
contestants. The bartender snuffed
out the torches one by one as the
finalists were eliminated.
Jon Smyth, Hatch's personal
trainer, said he never had an inkling
who the winner was. Then he
thought back to a moment before
Hatch left for the island.
"He looked me dead in the eye
and said, 'I'm going to win this
competition' and I said, 'I know,"
Smyth said. "It was strange, but
he said it with the most confidence I've ever seen."
Hatch's friends and family said
he gave no hint he was the winner — even though it had been
several months since he returned
from the island. The only sign of
his new wealth: major renovations
on his house.
"He walked in, I saw him, and
I said, 'What happened?' and he
would only say 'What do you
think? How do you think I did?"
said Karen Massaro, a fitness director. "Believe me I tried to get it
out of him."

that."

NOTICE
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet's Department of Highways will close the Industrial
Road (KY 2594) in Murray at
MP 0.519 in front of Ryan's
Foods.
The closure will begin at 8:30
a.m. on Thursday.
This closure is necessary to
remove an underground storage
tank. No detour will be provided.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
•Sgt. Tracy L. Copley, 37, of Clarksville, Tenn., was arrested in
Clarksville Wednesday afternoon on a March military warrant accusing
him of theft by failure to make required disposition of property more than
$300. According to the warrant, signed by Capt. Glenn S. Minor, commander of the 438th MP Company with the National Guard unit on Kentucky 121 North, Copley was AWOL during the weekend of March 10-12.
• Darlene Manning, 37, of Old Newburgh Road, was arrested Wednesday afternoon at the Wal-Mart Supercenter on North 12th Street, on a
Graves County warrant charging her with theft by deception more than
$300. She also was served with two Calloway District Court bench warrants charging her with contempt of court for failure to pay.
(Information gatheredfrom logs, citations and/or reportsfrom respective agencies.)
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WEST HOLLYWOOD, Calif.
(AP) — The Los Angeles Dodgers
baseball team apologized Wednesday to a lesbian couple who were
ejected from the ballpark after they
kissed during a game.
"It means a lot to me that you
are Dodger fans," team president
Bob Graziano told the women.
"We. will continue to do the right
thing."
Danielle Goldey and Meredith
Kott were escorted out of Dodger

Stadium on Aug. 8. They said
they initially were not told why
they were being ejected but later
were told that someone complained
and said children should not be
exposed to "those people."
The couple said their companions, a heterosexual couple, also
kissed but were not ejected. Because
of this, they felt the action of the
eight security guards was discrimination
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Campaign started to bring back public prayer
communities across the South, to 500-student school. "I feel like
encourage "spontaneous" prayer as people have a right to express
a way to get around a U.S. Supreme their Christian views. This is a
Court ruling barring school offi- community thing."
cials from letting students lead
stadium crowds in prayer.
Football fan John Hart, who
The 16-year-old son of a BapThe high court ruling in June plans to attend Friday night's game.
tist preacher and many of his class- came in a Texas case brought by said people who don't want to
mates at Bogue Chitto High are two families — one Catholic and pray have two options: "They can
counting on fans in this little Mis- one Mormon — who challenged shut their ears or go somewhere
sissippi community to restore prayer a school policy of letting students else."
to the stadium legally — with elect someone to lead the beneindividuals deciding, on their own, diction.
David Ingebretsen of the Amerto join hands and recite the Lord's
"We have a very strong Chris- ican Ciyil Liberties Union said
Prayer.
tian atmosphere here," Scott said what is being planned is illegal.
The students' effort is part of of the town, which has a
"It seems to me that a planned
Baptist
a grass-roots movement, mainly in church directly across
from the spontaneous prayer cannot be sponBOGUE CHITTO, Miss. (API
— Wide receiver Scott Edwards
says high school football and prayer
go hand-in-hand on Friday nights
and no court can change that.

Universities aim for retention
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
State-supported universities, some
of which trail the nation in retaining first-time freshmen, are looking for new programs to stem the
tide of those who don't return for
their sophomore year.
"For so long, we have focused
on just enrollment, getting them
in the door, that keeping them has
been set on the back burner," said
Aaron Thompson, executive director of Eastern Kentucky University's Student Success Institute.
Eastern created the Student Success Institute to retain departing college freshmen. For a week, more
than 1,500 students participated in
workshops on study skills and
ways to become involved in campus activities.
Motivational speaker Lou Kasischke, who survived a 1996 climbing expedition on Mt. Everest that
claimed eight lives, spoke to the
group.
During the year, the institute

will offer academic and mentor- ior faculty, can help to make the
ing assistance to the students, adjustmen
t to college.
Thompson said.
Officials at Kentucky State Uni"We are trying to take a holis- versity
attribute its jump in retentic approach to helping students suc- tion
rates to its focus on mentorceed," said Thompson.
ing and tutoring of first year stuLast year, 61 percent of EKU's dents.
KSU's one-year retention rate
freshmen returned for a second year.
in
1998
was 57 percent. Last year
Figures from ACT Inc. shows
that the national average for retain- it was 71 percent.
"We have strengthened the suping first-time freshmen is 74 perport
programs that we offer freshcent. At Kentucky's public universities that figure ranges from men," said KSU President George
Reid.
79 percent to 59 percent.
Some higher education observers
The General Assembly approved
$10 million to encourage univer- say the intense focus on individsities to improve their retention rates ual university retention rates is
after lawmakers complained that the misguided.
"We live in a highly mobile
schools should do more to help
students overcome their freshman society; the student's loss to one
university may be an enrollment
year.
for another," said Clifford AdelThe University of Kentucky has man, senior research analysts for
proposed giving every student a the U.S. Department of Education.
focused "first-year experience."
"You may have a student who
UK Dean of Undergraduate Stud- now has 16 credits and a 1.8 grade
ies Philip Kraemer said small things, point average and shows up the
such as more seminar courses following fall. Is that really retenwhere freshmen are taught by sen- tion?" said Adelman.

Trash collection arguments made
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
People plotting strategy for the next
bill on statewide garbage collection
and trash cleanup say three things
are key: unity, simplicity and a better sales job on county officials.
"That's what we've got to focus
on: Clean up Kentucky," Natural
Resources Secretary James Bickford said Wednesday. "I think
.-there's plenty of people who ...
want to see Kentucky cleaned up."
Gov. Paul Patton said on Aug. 8
that he intends to send the General
Assembly a comprehensive bill in
February. He said it should include
universal garbage collection, ways
to clean up dumps, promote recycling and reduce. roadside litter.
Bickford has since added a fifth
element — controlling junk yards
and junk cars.
How best to go about it was the
subject of a meeting convened at
the Capitol by House Majority
Leader Greg Stumbo on Wednesday. Bickford took part, along with
some county solid-waste coordinators and representatives of several
environmental groups.
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, was

primary sponsor this year of a
sweeping but ill-fated bill that included a deposit on drink containers and an "advance disposal fee"
on fast-food cups and wrappers.
But proponents were not united.
Bottlers, grocers and other opponents of the bill were able to focus
on the container deposit — the
"bottle bill" provision — and defeat it, Stumbo said.
One of the opponents, D. Ray
Gillespie of the Kentucky Soft
Drink Association, said his group is
all for garbage collection, cleaning
up dumps and public education to
change attitudes about littering.
"The only thing we've ever said
in that regard is that garbage collection is a local government service
and ought to be paid for by the people who receive that service,"
Gillespie said.
Denny Harris, solid-waste coordinator for Logan County, said
county judge-executives thought
they were going to be given a mandate — garbage collection and recycling — without funding. They
like the concept of universal collection, Harris said, "but if you come

at them without funding, they're
going to fight you tooth and nail."
Rebeckah Freeman of Kentucky
Farm Bureau, which supported
Stumbo's bill, said western Kentucky proved to be the most resistant region. It never was explained
to counties in the west that current
methods short of door-to-door collection, such ,as central collection
points, could have continued, Freeman said.

taneous and it violates the court's
ruling," Ingebretsen said. "If this
planned, spontaneous prayer happens, it forces everyone there to
hear that prayer or to participate
in it.
The movement, which has gained
momentum over the past couple
of weeks, was spearheaded in Mississippi by radio talk-show host Paul
Ott, who used his syndicated callin program, "Listen to the Eagle,"
to get his message out on stations
in Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee, Alabama and Arkansas.
Ott, who sees the removal of
prayer from schools as the cause
of many of the nation's ills, said
he consulted with lawyers and
believes individual participation is

the key to avoiding a legal con- taneous" prayer at high school
games. In South Carolina, crowds
frontation.
"I don't know who's going to plan to gather around the goal
start it. I think it will be the stu- post and in the bleachers to recite
dents," he said. "We don't think the Lord's Prayer before high school
this is breaking the law, but if it games.
is breaking the law, I don't think
Elsewhere in Mississippi, peothey're going to take thousands ple in Hattiesburg and Tupelo plan
of people to jail."
to distribute fliers urging fans to
Jim Keith, the attorney for the pray at football games in those
school district, said as long as the communities, said J.D. Simpson
school isn't orchestrating the prayer. of First Priority, a national camthere's no harm done. "If fans are pus ministry for junior high and
sitting in the stand, and they want high schools.
to branch out and say the Lord's
And the American Family AssoPrayer. or some prayer to Allah ciation, a conservative group in
or whoever, they can do that," Tupelo, is also urging students and
Keith said.
spectators at high school games
In Asheville, N.C., churchgoers across the country to recite the
are making a similar push for "spon- Lord's Prayer.
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Debate over debates is on

I'm Prof Harold Hill
How strange that on opening
night, the Democratic National Convention chose an actor portraying
Harold Hill to follow Bill Clinton's valedictory speech.
"Hill" sang "76 Trombones,"
the song he used in "The Music
Man" to sucker the good folks of
River City, Iowa, into buying musical instruments for their children
in order to save them from the
pool hall. Hill was the "Slick Willie"
of his time, though Al Gore might
call the trombone ploy a "risky
scheme."
The Democrats appropriately
selected this symbolic character to
follow a man whose entire life
has been built on fooling a lot of
the people most of the time.
President Clinton would have
us believe that his "economic policies" are responsible for the prosperity of the last eight years. What
economic policies? Though he
acknowledged the contribution of
the people, he seemed to take all
of the credit himself. Other than
keeping Alan Greenspan at the
Federal Reserve, Clinton's biggest
economic decision was his 1993
retroactive tax increase, eagerly
approved by a Democratic-controlled Congress.
Does he mean to suggest that
a huge tax increase was responsible for the prosperity? If he does.
Gore should be promising a tax
increase to make everyone even
more prosperous.
Clinton ignores the fact that the
expansion began when Ronald Reagan cut marginal tax rates from
Jimmy Carter's near garnishment
level to a top bracket of one-third
of a taxpayer's income. And he
continues the canard that Reagan
was responsible for the deficits.

CAL'S THOUGHTS

CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist
when it was a Democratic-controlled Congress that couldn't stop
spending the new resources.
When government allowed people to keep more of their money,
many invested it, producing profits for themselves and new tax
revenue for the government.
Clinton claimed credit for welfare reform, though he kept vetoing reform measures Congress sent
him until his then-advisor, Dick
Morris, told him the poll numbers
had shifted. The president then
signed the GOP measure, promising his fellow Democrats he would
change it within a year. When
more people started working, he
claimed he was for welfare reform
all along.
Clinton said he has promoted
peace around the world and specifically mentioned the Middle East,
the Balkans and Northern Ireland,
not one of which is seeing lights
at the end of the tunnel. He took
credit for more adoptions, while
supporting abortion policies that
will limit the number of babies
available to be adopted.
But as Professor Hill said, "I
can deal with the trouble here
with a wave of my hand, this very
hand." And wave his hands, Bill
Clinton did.
Empowerment zones? A Republican idea first championed by Jack
Kemp. New jobs? Government

doesn't create jobs; people do. No,
the progress of the last eight years
was no accident. It was made possible not because of government,
but in spite of government.
When Clinton finally got around
to talking about Gore, he spoke
of him only in terms of his own
success. Gore isn't independent of
Clinton. He owes everything to
Clinton. And Gore had better not
forget it, just in case Clinton should
need a pardon.
If Clinton gets any credit, it's
for not messing things up, which
he surely would have if his Democratic Congress had nationalized
Hillary's health care plan in 1993
(now there was a really risky
scheme) and Republicans had not
captured numerical control of Congress in 1994. His appetite was
far bigger, but Congress partially
reined him in.
Clinton was right about one
thing. The coming election is important and represents two distinctly
different visions of the future. One
spells trouble-trouble-trouble (as
Harold Hill chanted in another song)
with greater regulations, more taxes,
bigger government, higher spending and less freedom.
Anyone who believes more government will further prosperity may
want to buy a trombone from Harold
Hill, or Clinton's version of his
seriously flawed administration.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Aug. 23 — The Daily Telegraph, London, on
Soviet President Putin and submariners' deaths:
President Putin was right to call for a special
day of remembrance and to fly north to the meet
the victims' families. His initial response to the
sinking, to remain silent on holiday in Sochi, was
both callous and politically inept. ... Now, at last,
he is acting as a democratically elected head of
state should.
Expressing sympathy for the victims and their
families, however, is not enough. ... The first thing
required of Mr. Putin is to order an investigation
of the disaster. Events of the past 10 days indicate that if that were properly carried out it would
indict the navy and defense officials first for gross
incompetence, then for brazen lying. ... From this
should flow the sacking of those responsible. ...
There will never he a better opportunity for Mr.
Putin to shake off his obligations to the military
and call to account those responsible for the deaths
of 118 submariners and the blow thereby dealt to

Russia's prestige.
Aug. 23 — The Financial Times, London, on
the Kursk disaster:
The Kursk tragedy is a painful reminder to Russia of its declining capacity as a military power.
Something is very wrong with a nation that runs
ocean-going submarines but cannot afford deep-sea
divers: Russia must now accept the limitations
which its decrepit economy sets on its defense
policies — or run the risk of more disasters. ...
Russia has until now lived off its Soviet military
heritage, using weapons developed before 1990.
Future development could prove an intolerable burden.
But the key is further serious cuts in the nuclear
force. Mr. Putin has accepted that deterrence does
not require thousands of missiles capable of obliterating the earth. The capacity to eliminate New
York is enough. He must now implement the proposed cuts.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Participants call it an exercise in frustration, bluffing, conniving, outright
bickering and unintended hilarity.
They fight over the pickiest details,
like what the audience should wear.
Few debates in the long presidential campaign season are as
intense as the ones leading up to
the debates themselves.
Even people in chicken outfits
get into the act.
A flock of costumed fowl tailed
Texas Gov. George W. Bush's
father, President Bush, around the
country in 1992 until he agreed
to debate Bill Clinton.
The pre-debate debate is in full
cry again now, with Al Gore accepting invitations by the dozen. Bush
languidly concluding "three is plenty" and both sides bidding for
public relations advantage from
the mere process of deciding when
and how the two men will meet.
Negotiations over TV debates
have been guided by one principle from the start, says Alan
Schroeder, an authority on the subject: "Never give an inch."
Bush has offered to 'meet Gore
three times and have running mates
Dick Cheney and Joseph Lieberman do so twice.
The record for presidential
debates on TV is four, set by John
Kennedy and Richard Nixon in
1960.
None was held again until 1976.
Bush has not committed to recommendations of the Commission
on Presidential Debates for three
presidential matchups and one
between running mates, all in October.
The Gore campaign accused
Bush of shopping around for a
format that fewer people would
watch, like the Sunday morning
talk shows.
"It is unprecedented in modern
times for a major party candidate
to try to stiff the prime-time commission debates," charged Gore, a
more experienced debater.
The Bush campaign pointed out
that President Clinton and Bob
Dole only had two debates in 1996
despite the commission's recom-

AP ANALYSIS

CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press Writer
mendation for three.
Schroeder, whose book "Presidential Debates: Forty Years of
High-Risk TV" is coming out next
month, says Bush has been following the classic pattern of frontrunners who play hard to get or
insist on the most favorable terms.
With polls suggesting. the race
has tightened, he said, it is questionable how much longer the
Republican candidate can do that.
At the same time, he doesn't
believe Democrat Gore wants to
debate nearly as often as he says
he does.
"There's some hubris involved
in Gore accepting so many invitations," he said. "He has this pattern of proposing a lot of debates
as a means of seeming open."
Gore
campaign
chairman
William Daley talked briefly with
his Bush counterpart, Don Evans,
on Monday, and asked Labor Secretary Alexis Herman and former
Fannie Mae chairman Jim Johnson to help with debate negotiations.
The Bush campaign said Tuesday no direct negotiations with Gore
operatives were imminent.
Instead, Bush campaign manager Joe Allbaugh and Andy Card,
who was chairman of the party's
national convention, will talk with
the more than 40 organizations
that have offered to sponsor debates,
said Bush spokesman Ray Sullivan.
Debates in a competitive presidential contest can draw audiences rivaling those for anything
on TV except the Super Bowl.
With so many people watching, details matter.
In what was later regarded as
a masterstroke, Clinton told aides
in 1992 to try to get the Bush
campaign to go along with a town-

hall format, which he had used
to good effect in the primaries,
for one of his three debates with
George Bush and Ross Perot.
"1 remember thinking. Bush will
never go for that," said Paul Begala,
a Clinton strategist from that campaign.
When he did,"we were amazed."
Bush's people said laid they
thought their man was good. too.
with small groups of voters.
But in that _ Richmond, Va.,
debate, citizen Marisa Hall asked
Bush how the national debt affected him personally and he flubbed
the answer."God bless him," Begala
recalls saying when that happened.
President Bush was seen checking his watch twice during the
debate.
His campaign's polling showed
that a recent rise in his support
stalled after that night.
Vice President Gore and Gov.
Bush are seen as fairly evenly
matched in the pre-debate debate
negotiations, unlike many other
campaigns where a candidate lagging in polls and almost desperate to debate was ultimately forced
to accept his opponent's terms.
Michael Dukakis, six inches
shorter than George Bush, got little in his 1988 negotiations except
a ramp to make him higher at the
lectern. said Schroeder, who teaches journalism at Northeastern University in Boston.
Dole's people dropped the idea
of an audience dress code in 1996.
Lee Hanna, a producer of 1980
debates, spoke of the "frustration
and hilarity" in watching operatives for Ronald Reagan and Jimmy
Caner haggle over every nuance.
Carter's press secretary, Jody Powell, called the process one of "bluff
and counterbluff. scheming, conniving."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Aug. 16 — The Advocate, Baton Rouge, La., value by itself and is mostly in the public record
on fear of violence:
anyway.
It is ironic that violence remains such a great
Sandia National Laboratories President Paul Robinconcern despite the decline of violent crime all son and Los Alamos weapons-design manager Richard
over the country. Americans, statistically, are safer Krajcik asserted the material represents "the crown
from violent crime today than they have been for jewels" of U.S. nuclear weapons secrets.
a generation, but the populace doesn't seem to
Wen Ho Lee has been held under extraordinarbelieve it.
ily coercive conditions of confinement on the rationReality clashes with perception, and perception ale that he poses an extraordinary threat to the
seems to be winning. In some ways, fear of vio- security of the free world.
lence is almost as destructive as violence itself. It
The justice of that comes into question when
can rule us, make us prisoners in our own homes there are differences of opinion among the experts
and rob us of tranquility and peace of mind.
on the true value of the allegedly purloined secrets
We do not mean to suggest that fear of crime — and some key, points offered by the FBI to
is entirely baseless. It is not. ... But FBI statistics show a pattern of Lee's intentions are just plain
indicate that most crime decreased in Louisiana false. ...
and nationwide during the 1990s. ...
Violence is not an insignificant problem, even
Aug. 21 — Star Tribune of Minneapolis, on
if it is in decline in most places, but neither is airline delays:
fear of violence an insignificant problem.
Transportation Secretary Rodney Slater was right
Because fear resides within ourselves, it is more to summon airline executives to Washington today
within our own power to control fear of violence for a hastily arranged summit to discuss this sumthan to control violence itself.
mer's uncommon delays and flight cancellations
In the depths of the Great Depression. President This has been a dismal, chaotic travel season made
Franklin D. Roosevelt told Americans that the only worse by bad weather and simmering labor unrest
thing they had to fear was fear itself.
at United Airlines, where pilots, without a contract
Fear might not be the only thing we have to since April, have disrupted schedules by declining
fear with-respect to violence today, but it certain- to work overtime.
ly ranks high enough.
Surely the United situation provided an extra incenFear of violence can only rule us if we allow tive for today's meeting, but Slater has longerit to do so.
range concerns.
Passenger loads have doubled in the last decade.
Aug. 20 — Albuquerque (N.M.) Journal, on About 670 million travelers are expected to fill
Wen Ho Lee's incarceration:
planes this year — up 20 million over last year.
Former Los Alamos scientist Wen Ho Lee has Passenger loads are expected to reach 1 billion
spent some eight months in solitary confinement, before 2010.
in part based on the testimony of an agent of the
How can a system already overburdened cope
Federal Bureau of Investigation who now admits with such growth? After all, stormy weather will
he misrepresented the truth on at least three points. (and should) continue to delay flights. Airports
Defense attorneys for Lee. who faces up to a will be expensive to expand. New airports will be
life sentence on 59 counts of mishandling nuclear nearly impossible to build, given the inevitable citsecrets, highlighted the testimony of the agent, izen opposition.
Robert Messemer, on the three points at a bail
One answer policy-makers and Congress should
hearing last week for Lee. ...
consider is accelerating the redevelopment of regionAdding to the significance of these mischarac- al passenger rail hubs.
terizations is the fact that U.S. District Judge James
The nation's underused rail corridors offer enorA. Parker cited all three of them last December mous potential for easing the pressures on air travin ruling that Lee posed such a threat to national el. Ideally, high-speed trains should compete with
security that solitary confinement was the only pru- planes on short to medium routes like Boston-New
dent alternative.
York, San Francisco-Los Angeles, Dallas-Houston.
Another troubling development at Lee's bond
Minnesota has joined Amtrak and eight other
hearing was the stark difference in characteriza- Midwestern states in a Midwest Regional Rail Initions of the material Lee is alleged to have copied tiative aimed at high-speed rail service connecting
out of secure computers.
Chicago to the Twin Cities, St. Louis, Detroit,
Dr. Harold Agnew. former LANL director, and Cleveland, Indianapolis and Cincinnati.
John Richter, former senior weapons designer at
The system would take 10 years and S4 billion
LANL, said the material at issue is of marginal to complete. Perhaps it's time to get started
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DEATHS
William Warren Jackson
William Warren (Billy) Jackson, 68, Buchanan, Tenn., died Tuesday,
Aug. 22, 2000, at Jackson Madison County General Hospital, Jackson,
Tenn.
A retired self-employed farmer, he was a member of Blood river
Church of Christ, former member of Henry County Road Board and presently on the board of Paris Landing Fire Department.
•
Born Dec. 29, 1931, in Buchanan, he was the son of the late D.L. Jackson and Dola Lawrence Jackson Bennett. Preceding him in death were one
sister, Reginia Linville, one brother, Fitzhugh Jackson, three half sisters,
Lucy McCuiston, Kate Jackson and Maggie Adams, four half brothers,
Murray, Frank, Walter, Taylor and Lynn Jackson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Virginia 01leen Thompson Jackson, to
whom he was married on May 14, 1950; one daughter, Mrs. Cheryl Lassiter and husband, David, and one son, Doug Jackson and wife, Debbie, all
of Buchanan; one sister, Mrs. Rachel Calloway, Paris, Tenn.; three brothers, Gaylon Jackson, Houston, Texas, Ewing B. Jackson, Humboldt,
Tenn., and Wallace Jackson, Paris; two stepsisters, Mrs. Jean Sharber,
Florida. and Mrs. Joyce Russell, Oak Harbor, Wash.; four grandchildren,
Rodney Lassiter and wife, Mendi, Renae Lassiter, Eric Jackson and wife,
Kim, and Emily Jackson.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris. John Dale and William Edwin Bucy will officiate.
Pallbearers will be grandsons and nephews. Burial will follow in Beaver Dam Cemetery, Buchanan.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday) and after 10 a.m. Friday.

Odell Jarrett

Saturday, August 26 MSU RSEC
8:30 a.m. Registration •9:00 Lm. Nalk
For more information call:
Julie Smith 753-9802 or
Jennie Ruttinghaus 753-2442

Mrs. Janice Roberts Johnson
Mrs. Janice Roberts Johnson,
54, Joliet, Ill., formerly of Murray,
died Monday, Aug. 21, 2000, at 7
p.m. at Baylor Hospital, Dallas,
Texas.
Born Aug. 6, 1946, in Murray,
she was the daughter of the late
Charles Roberts and Anna McCalIon Roberts. One brother, Dickie
Roberts, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband,
Terry Johnson; three daughters,
Mrs. Tami Bayles and husband,
Ken, and Ms. Selena Moreno, both
of Dallas, Texas, and Ms. Shanna
Moreno, Joliet; one son, Tim Sanchez, Joliet; one stepdaughter, Ms.
Ellen Crichton, Wilmington: Ill.;
three stepsons, Rich Johnson and
wife, Kim Braidwood, Ill., Jody
Johnson and wife, Tonyia , Polo,
Ill., and Terry Johnson Jr., Joliet,
Ill.; one brother, Ronnie Roberts
and wife, Margie, Dallas, Texas;
five grandchildren, Tiffany, Delaine, Ryan, Lauren and Dane.
Graveside services will be Fri-
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JANICE ROBERTS JOHNSON
day at noon at Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at BlalockColeman Funeral Home from 5 to 9
p.m. today (Thursday).

- Odell Jarrett, 76, Decrberry Lane, Murray, died Wednesday, Aug. 23,
2000, at noon at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a veteran of World War II. Born Jan. 2, 1924, in Carroll
County, Tenn., he was the son of the late Aaron Murray Jarrett and Laura
Aldridge Jarrett. Three sisters, Willie Shirley, Birdie Jarrett and Belle Pillow, and five brothers, Jimmy, Charlie, Clyde, Carlie and L.B. Jarrett, all
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Gladys Marie Cain Jarrett; five daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Jeanne Rhea, Versailles, Mrs. Jannette Fricker, Murray,
Mrs. Laura Hogins, Anchorage, Alaska, and Mrs. Evy Michele Bostleman
and Mrs. Jennifer D. Davenport, both of Toledo, Ohio; three sons, Calvin
Douglas Jarrett and Jimmy Ray Jarrett, both of Murray, and James Richard Jarrett, Gleason, Tenn.; his twin brother, Verde11 Carter, Huntingdon,
Tenn.; nine grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

SUNDAY
1:00-3:00
OPEN HOUSES

Martin Heights
1624 Tabard
Extension #3440

Victor Hayden Carter
Victor Hayden Carter, 76, Wades oro Road South, Benton, died Tuesday, Aug. 22, 2000, at 1:50 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was a retired railcar inspector. One sister, Mary Butler, and two
brothers, John Carter and Trice Caner, preceded him in death. He was the
son of the late Vernon Carter and Florence Alley Carter.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Thelma Carter; three sons, Hayden,
Maxie and Paul David Carter, all of Benton; one brother, James Carter,
Salt Lake City, Utah; five grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Dr. J.T. Parrish will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Friday.

Campbell Estates
1902 Azalea
Extension #3450
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HELLO... Sarah Kuykendall and her mother visit with sixthgrade science teacher Dc.nna Keller at MMS's Back-ToSchool night last week.
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Prosecutors: Charity
money went for home
improvements,vehicles
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Prosecutors say a former American Cancer Society executive
accused of embezzling millions
from the charity used some of it
to pay for an addition to his home,
35 pear trees for his yard, and
two all-terrain vehicles.
Court records also allege Daniel
Wiant, 35, used more than $10,000
from the organization to rent an
apartment for an "unindicted conspirator" whom prosecutors did not
name Wednesday.
The case began in May when
authorities accused Wiant of embezzling $6.9 million from the Cancer Society by secretly transfer-

ring it to a bank in Austria. Wiant
fled to Europe but later surrendered, and the money eventually
was returned.
Authorities say they now have
determined that Wiant allegedly
stole a total of about $7.9 million. Prosecutors said Wiant set
up fake businesses he used to pay
for personal expenses, like landscaping.
Wiant agreed to plead guilty to
bank fraud, money laundering, mail
fraud and illegal use of a credit
card, according to his attorney,
Victor Merullo.
Wiant is expected to appear in
court on Friday.
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27% +1
/
2 Schering-Plough ......
Ford Motor(New)
.311
/
24
/
2 Sears
511%.+1
L';,511 ,1 General Electric
/
2.
52%- 11
70/
1
2+ 1% Texaco
General Motors
86%
+
11
/
2
Time
Warner
38'4
2
4,
ft•
, Goodrich
.30%
/
2 Union Planters
Goodyear
23% +1
9 B 914 A UST...................20-%
HopFed Bank*
.
.40,101.,
491
/
2+%
124'4 + 1 Wal-Mart
IBM
•Lviest•L. sio
.34% +1
/
2
Worldcom Inc.
40%
Ingersoll Rand

•

.‘

...,4

ik •
t•

kt400.
'
‘V'
'
111L"
•,::1""'Nos'

.

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
. 502-753-3366

Your Way. Al AREA Bank, were here to tell you that having your way is a good thing
At least when it comes to banking That's why we believe in building a total banking
solution that you design your way. With our unique AREAactvantage you create your custom
banking package

any way you want And whatever you want its all here Area wide Plus

the big advantage is that you can mix and match services to meet your needs Have it all

)r

the AREA Bank nearest you visit us at www.abcbank.cont

HUARD
VA:NS

J.J.B. Hellard, W.L. Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE ond S1PC
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Haley graduates from Belmont
Jason B. Haley, formerly of
Murray, graduated from Belmont
University with a master's degree
in business administration Aug. 11
during the school's summer comceremonies
in
mencement
Nashville, Tenn.
Robert 0. Boyd, professor of
religion, gave the commencement
address to the nearly 150 members of Belmont's 46th graduating class.

GRIEIETIINGS
If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call KATHRYN OUTLAND AT
753-3079

COMMUNITY
GREETING SERVICE
FORA
SPECIAL WELCOME
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
Over 50 years!

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
TERM

I

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

DEPOSIT

9 Months 6.82%
12 Months

6.11%

$500

15 Months

6.87%

$500

6.92%

ainey
By
Rainey Apperson

Da

The Vikings of Old always said
that when they died they wanted
to go to "Valhalla." Guess what?
Kentucky has its own "Valhalla."
This past week golfers, little
old ladies and small children went
crazy over the PGA Championship
played at Valhalla in Louisville.
Just Ask CBS. Of this year's
four major golf championships, only
the Masters at Augusta, Ga., drew
a larger audience than Valhalla.
Tiger Woods, at 24, made history, but Bob May became a golf
celebrity.
Several people from Murray and
Calloway County drove up to
Louisville for the practice rounds
and also the tournament.
Just to name a few of them:
Raz Villanova, Mary and Bill Bogard, Leta Taylor, Dr. B u non Young,
Mark and Becky Vinson, Becki
and Charles Reed, Sue and Don

Overbey, Dan Parker, Marc and
Adam Peebles, Chester Wildey,
Cole Troupe, Loyd Glover, Stuart
Alexander, Dave Severns and Jennye Sue and Hunt Smock.
This is just a list of those I
know attended, and I'm sure I
missed several folks.
It was historic for golf.
Dow Ryan, former Murray resident, was invited to play with a
group from Merrill Lynch, the day
following the tournament. They
played the same pin placements
of the tourney.
A big welcome home is sent
the way of Raymond and Sue
Sims.
Raymond, a 1977 graduate of
Murray High School, has been
named a professor to teach in the
P.E. Department at Murray State.
We're glad you're back!

Blood drive planned

Psycnic

$500
Saturday,
August 26
9 a.m.-9 p.m.

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective August 23,2000.

HOLIDAY INN
2910 FT. CAMPBELL BLVD.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY

- /
alaglat
...

4111111.11E.11

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

An American Red Cross Blood
Drive will be Saturday from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Super WalMart, Murray.
All blood types are needed.
Special "Mosquito" t-shirts will
be available.
"It is increasingly hard to persuade people to roll up their sleeves
and give the gift of life, but the
Wal-Mart of Murray is asking all
eligible donors to prove the experts

MINIMUM

182 Days 5.87%

24 Months

JO'S DATEBOOK

Haley is the regional sales executive over the Middle Tennessee
area for Primis, Inc.
He is married to the former
Tania Bare of Mt. Carmel, Ill.,
who teaches at Goodpasture Christian School, Nashville.
He is the son of Bob and Loretta Haley and the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Theron Crouch, all of
Farmington.

EABank®

Readings,
Demonstrations,
Booths,
Door Prizes,
Aura Photography,
Iridology,
etc. t.

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut
South Branch: 12th & Story • Kroger Money Market
Phone: 767-BANK

Free
Lectures
Every
1/2
Hour
With S5
Admission

A Pegasus
Production Fair

'1111111M1111111111111L LAMM,

wrong. The people of Murray have
always responded to the call for
blood donations," said Tracy Shelter, co-ordinator for the Blood Drive
at Wal-Mart.
"The mission of the American
Red Cross is to ensure that the
community has a safe and adequate blood supply.
"We need donors to step forward and help to fulfill that life
saving mission. The only requirements are to be 17 years old,
weigh at least 110 pounds and
not have donated blood in the last
56 days. If you are taking medications, know the name of it and
what you are taking it for, the
nurse will evaluate your condition," said Faye Hayden, American Red Cross spokesman.
The American Red Cross and
other blood banks across the nation
are looking for blood donors. With
blood donations steadily decreasing and blood usage increasing,
the blood supply is heading into
seriously low levels.
Some experts in The Washington Post newspaper say the low
blood supply raises the questions
about whether Americans are less
generous and community oriented
than their ancestors and whether
the fears of contracting blood borne
diseases continue to keep people
from donating blood.
The nexi Red Cross Blood Drive
will be sponsored by Sigma Pi
and Gamma Beta Phi in the Murray State University Curris Center from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Sept. 12 and 13.

2 Great Offers for a Limited rime!

Another special event will be the 13th annual WATCH
Charity Golf Tournament at the Oaks Country Club. The
date is Sept. 9 with a signal start at 8:30 a.m., but in the
event of rain it will Sept. 10 at 8:30 a.m.
This will be a four person scramble teams, with two teams
per hole. There will be two divisions, female and male or
mixed. Only the first 40 prepaid team entries will be accepted. The entry fee of $35 per person includes a mulligan. Special prizes will be awarded.
Deadline is Sept. 6 for entries which may be mailed with a
check payable to WATCH, Inc. to Della Miller, 176 Ironwood
Dr., Murray, KY 42071 or call 753-2721. All proceeds will go
to support the services of WATCH (work activities training
center for the handicapped) at 702 Main St., Murray.

United Way celebration planned
The United Way of Murray-Calloway County Board of Directors invites the public to attend the 2000-20001 campaign kickoff
banquet and volunteer celebration on Aug. 29 at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray State University Curris Center ballroom Ticket price is
$10 (prepay or pay at door). RSVP to United Way office, 7530317, by Aug. 24.

Federation of Blind will meet
The National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter, will meet
Friday at 6 p.m. in the United Way board room on bottom floor
of Weaks Community Center. For more information call Danny
Perry, president, at 753-0911.

Little League sign-ups Saturday
Calloway County Little League football sign-ups will be Saturday from 8 to 10 a.m. at the Little League fieldhouse. A free clinic will be from 10 a.m. to noon at the Jim Nix Soccer Field.

Special promotion on Saturday
The YMCA will host a promotion to benefit the YMCA Annual Sustaining Campaign on Saturday beginning at 7 a.m. This
money helps to scholarship youth in after school childcare as well
as scholarship needy families for facility memberships. For information call Brenda at the YMCA, phone 759-9622.

Backboard club plans promotion
Murray High School Backboard Club will sponsor a fund-raising event for the Tiger/Lady Tiger basketball team on Sunday from
1 to 5 p.m. at Hardee's parking lot at corner of Chestnut and
North 12th Streets. Donations will be accepted.

Gargus' reception Saturday
A reception in honor of Julie Gargus, former teacher at Ruby
Simpson Child Development Center at Murray State University,
will be Saturday from noon to 2 p.m. at Pagliai's. Each one is
asked to bring a child's book wrapped. All former students and
parents are invited to attend.

Youth baseball event Sunday
The Murray Youth Baseball Association will have an annual
election of officers Sunday at 2 p.m. at Taylor Bus Sales, Hwy.
641 South. Volunteers are need to serve as league presidents and
coaches. Anyone interested in youth baseball is urged to attend.
For information call David Taylor at 759-4545.

Football season tickets available
Season tickets for the 2000 Murray State football season may
be picked up through Friday between 8:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. and
again on Monday and Tuesday at the same hours at the office in
Roy Stewart Stadium. For more information call Saundra Edwards,
ticket manager, at 762-4895.

Bogard reunion Saturday
A Bogard family reunion will be Saturday at the Weaks Community Center (read entrance) at Poplar and South Seventh Streets,
Murray. A potluck lunch will be served at noon. All Bogard families, relatives and friends are invited. For information call Troy
Bogard at 474-8873 or Modena Outland at 753-0254.

Heart Walk Saturday
SAVE at least
50% on our
Gigantic $6 Million
Diamond Inventory
at/7

Theatres

1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only

The 2000 American Heart Walk will be Saturday inside the
Murray State University Regional Special Events Center. Registration will begin at 8:30 a.m. and the walk will begin at 9 a.m.
Funds raised will support heart disease research and local Ameri-

FOR THE LATEST NEWS READ THE LEDGER

Godzilla 2000
PG. 1:05 - 3:25 - 7:05 - 9:25

Diamond Cluster
rounds with baguettes

The Replacements
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:40 - 7:10 - 9:40

$499

Carat*
One

Princess Cut
Solitaire
1 /2
C

Ref $1199

$arat699

Bless The Child
R- 1:15 - 3:35 - 7:15 - 9:35

14K Hoop
Diamond
Earrings

Ref $1600

One Carat*

$499

Diamonds & Platinum
two row band

"Pirouette::

•

SATURDAY MARKET

Space Cowboys
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:30 - 7:00- 9:30

illurray Court Square

Ref. $1199

$349
mor..\-•6_ .

Hollow Man
R - 1:00 - 3:25 - 7:00- 9:25

It's Downtown Time!!!
Where You Will Vinci The

Ref. $699

•

rounds & baguettes with marqu;se, enter

Princess Cut Earrings
1/2
Carat* 42

One $499
Carat*
JEWELERS
Ref.$UM
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
* Disommr from reference once. a once s whwh sales may or may no have born made.
Layaways, special orders, tradems and refecied products excluded.

Coyote Ugly
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:10- 9:20

99

Nutty Professed The Klumps
PG13 • 1:30. 345- 7:30 • 9:45

Ref $1190

Offer Ends
Aug.31st

.

•
•
.

Program Information
Call 753-3314

Bounty ofthe County

August 26,2000• 7:30 a.m. - Noon
re•At
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VENDORS WELCOME — CALL TO RESERVE SPACE
759-9474 or 753-7222
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Used Paperbacks
Trade & Sell

K,

BRANDON ffri lMORLD

We Special Order
New Books at

20°/o Discount

Hwy. 121
Bypass
Murray, KY

DIXIELAND CENTER
753-4821

Call Us!
(270) 753-5315
(800) 455-5315

.1,n, Su tr
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CROWNED QUEEN...Amanda
Wade was crowned queen in
the 6-8 age division at the
Hickman County Fair. She is
the granddaughter of Bob
and Joan Herndon of Murray.

—44.4
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Mr. and Mrs. Pat Wilson Carraway

Couple will be married
for 64 years on Aug. 29
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Wilson Carraway will be married for 64 years
on Tuesday, Aug. 29, 2000.
They are owners and operators of Carraway Furniture Company
and are members of First United Methodist Church, Murray.
Mrs. Carraway, the former Dortha Mae Jones, is the daughter of
the late William Luther Jones and Dola Jane Jackson Jones of Calloway County.
Mr. Carraway is the son of the late Thomas Lee Carraway and
Lula Viola Miller Carraway, also of Calloway County.
The have two daughters, Mrs. Janice Norsworthy and husband,
Larry, and Mrs. Terese Shemwell and - husband, Ronnie, all of Murray.
Their three granddaughters are Tammy Chadwick and husband,
Kenny, Molena Fox and husband, Rogers, and Tiffany Shemwell.
Their four great-grandchildren are Shelby Cook, Brittany Fox, Scott
Cook and Gavin Fox.
Two deceased grandchildren are Benjie Norsworthy and Bob Cook.

,

*Nur

Vintage Rose Emporium is getting a Facelift!
Thanks to Main Street Murray, the Spann Building has received a
facade renovation grant. Soon the restoration work will begin. We
will have more space to devote to our Bridal Registry and more space
to expand our lines. However, we must clear out odds & ends and
over-stocks. All in-stock china, crystal, flatware and pottery will be
marked 40% off, this sale will end Saturday August 26th.

lot

(Jetting engaged,
married or
Y'S
having an
(7noiversar1f?
Let the

During the Saturday Farmer's Markets we open at 8 a.m. So join us
'bright & early and save on your favorite patterns. Because this is a
odds & ends sale, it does not include currently registered patterns.

Call
753-1916

Vintage Rose Emporium
Finer Gifts & Bridal Registry
111 South 4th St • 759-2100

BIRTHS
Kameron Luke
Mohler
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mohler
of Murray are the parents of a son,
Kameron Luke Mohler, born on
Wednesday, Aug. 9, 2000, at 12:03
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed eight pounds
two ounces and measured 21 3/4 inches. The mother is the former Melinda Cunningham. A brother is Austin
Don Mohler.
Grandparents are Kenneth and
Connie Cunningham of Paducah,
Terry and Sue Allen of Murray, and
Jerry and Brenda Mohler of Benton.
Great-grandparents are the late
Fray and Trilby Cunningham, Marion Wilson and the late Cyrel Wilson, the late Hester and Deziree
Mohler, and the late Millard and Alvie Ray.

ter
No
poen
Next
ear

homasville
Factory Authorized Summer s
Lowest Prices in U.S.A.
ng Room & Occ

Jordan Timothy Lax
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Lax of 535 State Line Road, Puryear, Tenn.,
are the parents of a son, Jordan Timothy Lax, born on Saturday, Aug.
12, 2000, at 7:27 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds eight ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Renee Carroll.
Grandparents are Franklin and Carolyn Carroll and John and Frankie
Lax, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Thomas and Lounell Lovett and Modena
Carroll, all of Murray, and Hugh and Dorothy Kelso of Sylacauga,
Ala.

See
Ronnie

It's fit1/(1,SM.111C:
11's DINAMIC
It's l'OURS:

Melvin
For All
Your

Paducah
S
OR

VI

•

Tire
Needs.
General,
Bridgestone,
Firestone &
Summit

Experience breathtaking
music performed by the
best musicians
in the tri-state area,
and save 20% or more
with season tickets!
Ill ICI.!
The Season Starts
Sept. 23rd
CALL:(800)738-3727

`s'eCutting Edge
:Free Tanning Session
Hair •Ian • Spa

35" Oak Entertainment Unit ,
Broyhill Solid Cherry End Table
Ashley Wing Back Recliner
Pie Safe - China Cabinet
Millennium All Leather Sofa
Oak TV/VCR Stand
Millennium Table & 4 Chairs
Curio Cabinet - Oak or Cherry
Cherry Jewelry Armoire
Lane Leather Recliner
Ashley Floral Club Chair
Cherry Hi-Boy Chest
King Size Bedding Set
Simmons Queen Bedding Set
Ashley Paisley Club Chair
Iron 1 Glass Bakers Rack
Ashley Blue Sofa
Oak Chevel Mirror
Oueen Sleeper Sofa
Oak Computer Desk
Double Reclining Sofa - Green
Cherry Queen Sleigh Bed
Pine Bunk Beds
Best Club Chair & Ottoman
Best Glider Rocker & Ottoman
Lane Rocker Recliner
Cochrane Solid Oak Bar Stools
Cochrane Solid Oak Kitchen Chairs

WALK INS
WELCOME

759-EDGE

'399 ....497
°1120 ....497
'649 ....'175

'549
099
'799 ....'444
'1 199.. .6479
.s297
'599
'499
'249.
'347
'699
'44
'79
.'497
'899
.6297
'529
,1 280
'850
'510
'509
'589

.4697
.497
.4299
•'299
.149

'459

.5198

'289

.1 45

'207

Starting at

Edna Praetor
141 1mrth %Iaiu,`anci
Itenton.k)

199
Savings of 25%

2 139
'999
Thomasville Sofa
Thomasville Fabric & Wash Chair .. t,249 . .6599
Thomasville Glass & Brass Cocktail .'2,235 ....'999
'439 ....6219
Ashley Child Wardrobe
'1 009 ....499
Broyhill Settee
'359....4159
Powell Vanity & Bench Oak or Cherry
Ashley Leather Sofa & Loveseat ....`3,178
Klausner Leather Chair & Ottoman .'3,135 _4,599
.149
'379
Broyhill Solid Cherry End Tables
Kincaid Solid Cherry Frame Kincaid mural'463 ....'239
'510
Kincaid Duck Unlimited cc Table
Broyhill Overstuffed Taupe Sofa ....4,999 ..41,099
499 . '799
La-Z-Boy Green Reclining Sofa
. ."1,754
.'2,699
Color)
...
Sofa
(Saddle
Broyhill Leather
...
769
'1149
Sofa
Sleeper
Broyhill
'1,399 .. :160
Lane Yellow Reclining Sofa
Broyhill Contemporary Neutral Sofa ..‘949 .. '525
499
Broyhill Reclining Chair (plum & Green) 199 .
'471
049
Winners Cherry Corner China
Broyhill Premier Oak Tables Set/3 _4,049 .. _6478
—1579
Broyhill Oatmeal Colored Sofa
'
s: 1 49
'726
Broyhill GX Tables Set/3
Rowe Off-White Queen Upholstered Bed .4,249 ....'587
Broyhill Reclining Plum & Green ....4,399 ... .4199
'949
.593
Broyhill Blue Plaid Settee
'949
.4557
Broyhill Burg. Camel Back Sofa
'949
.4554
La-Z-Boy Brown Big Man's Recliner
.'4911
La-Z-Boy Recliner with Flip Arms 3 colors '1149

Over 30 Dinettes
\)

Starting at

'197

- 55% Storewide

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IS THE #1 GOAL OF THE ENTIRE STAFF OF FLEMING FURNITURE!
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llinq Hills
urser
HWY. 641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725

Overstocked
On
Perennials
•Sedums
•Hardy
Hibiscus
•Coneflowers
etc.

800-472-8852

tr's #or Too iota
To LANDSCAPE

Grimes
appointed
to board

Container
Trees
*Crape Myrtle
•Maple
•Ash
•Cherry, etc.

50%.
Soaker Hose
Irrigation
Efficient and
Economical

250ft.
any length

DEBRAANN GRIMES

ALL PLANTS GUARANTEED
4gO4A1R /10Se SOZVES
YOUR MR/O4T/0#

DebraAnn Grimes has been
appointed to the national advisory board of the National league
of Junior Cotillions headquartered
in Charlotte, N.C.
Grimes, director of the NLJC
Paris Chapter at Paris, Tenn., since
1993, is one of three directors
appointed to the board from across
the nation and will serve a threeyear term.
Mrs. Grimes will serve as a
liaison with directors across the
nation to the NLJC Director Anne
Winters and NLJC President
Charles Winters, and will advise
on program updates, revisions and
policies at regular board meetings.
The new director established
the first Tennessee chapter of the
NLJC. She was named director
of the year in 1995 and has
received four other special awards.
For more information about the
NLJC call Mrs. Grimes a 1-901642-3255.

Mr. and Mrs. Otis Elkins

Local couple will celebrate
50th wedding anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Elkins of 1609 Keenland Dr., Murray. will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday. Aug. 26.
They were married Aug. 26. 1950, in Corinth. Miss., with Bro.
Young officiating.
Their attendants were the bride's sister, Clara Starks Page, and ttm
late Charles D. Starks.
Mrs. Elkins is the former Bobbie Sue Poyner. She retired from the
Murray Division of the Tappan Company after 32 years of service.
Mr. Elkins also retired from the Murray Division of the Tappan
Company after 33 years of service. He is also a retired painter.
A private family celebration to honor the couple will be held at
Tom's Grille. This event will be hosted by their brothers, sisters,
nieces and nephews.

Diabetes increased over last decade

PROBleMS/
Hours: Monday-Saturday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Sunday

Attend The Church of Your Choice

ATLANTA (AP) — Diabetes
increased at an alarming rate in
the United States during the past
decade — rising 70 percent among
people in their 30s — and health
experts are blaming the wired-up,
couch-potato culture of the 1990s.
Diabetes is closely tied to obesity, and doctors say the higher
incidence of the disease is due in

large part to America's weight cent, between 1990 and 1998, the
problem.
government said Wednesday. The
Obesity is "not just a cosmet- ,rise crossed races and age groups
ic issue anymore," said Dr. Frank but was sharpest among people
Vinicor, director of the Centers ages 30 to 39.
The study, published in the Sepfor Disease Control and Preventember issue of the journal Diation's diabetes division.
betes Care, was based on annual
The share of the population telephone surveys in which peodiagnosed with diabetes jumped ple were asked whether they have
33 percent nationally, to 6.5 per- diabetes.

TEN TO SIPPENILI
JCPenney will give you a $10 Ten to Spend card
for each $50 you spend!
Maximum 3 cards per purchase

GET
Two Days Only! Friday &
Saturday, August 25 & 26.

SPEND IT
Sunday through Wednesday,
August 27-30.

JCPenney
Otto (1)Ito to Spend" card will be issued for each $50 increment of a men handle pardon. up to a maximum of Ihfoo (3)cats imps/ We MI morchoolloo pram of $1110 ormu,iponflmo of V11044.88oweI cant Sian 411.111 urn
2eard% $1130 or ours sons 3cards)
tiodomplise of Too to Spend discount cards %slid August *30,2000 only. Card must be presented at lime ol purchase Limit one card redeemed per logil purchase $10 minimum merchandise perdue required cor card ME/tallnd loxes No charge silt be
gven Cannot be applied to prior porch
:),scount does not apply to Red-Ticketed Clemance vaiue Right 1 or mare Prices COSMMWS and Fragrances BoydS Collection' Calvin Klein' Dermelogica` Easy Spine Hanes' Nike' MAX NR Closeout Mattresses. Cataloginlernet and Outlet Stores or to Services, GM Cards, Prior Purdiases Cr
mit:melon with any other otter Cannot be used for payment on ac`
• "

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • 759-1400
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Program to deal with end of life
"Promises to Keep," a radio series that explores end of life issues,
premieres on WKMS-FM Aug. 28
at 6 p.m.
The first installment of this 10part documentary features Marie
Jackson, widow of Dr V.A. Jackson, former physician for the University of Kentucky basketball
team.
Jackson discusses the challenges
she and her family faced as caregivers during her husband's final
illness. She explains the role communication played in easing that
painful process for her and her
loved ones and talks about recovering from grief by launching a
unique project - writing a cookbook
that includes a recipe from bed and
breakfast inns in each state of the
U.S.
The half-hour program on the
28th also includes interviews with
Murray attorney Chip Adams and
fiber artist Deidre Scherer.
Chip Adams defines legal terms
that are key to end of life planning.
Emphasizing the importance of
timely preparation. Adams talks
about wills, living -wills, durable

power of attorney and health care
surrogates.
He admits that talking about
death and dying is not easy at any
age, but that waiting until a person
is gravely ill and cannot communicate his or her own wishes is a mistake.
"Any legal document needs to
be entered into before a person has
a significant loss of faculties," he
said.
Artist Deidre Scherer, whose
end of life fiber portraits will be on
view at the Museum of the American Quilters Society in September
and October. describes her most recent creative venture, "Surrounded
by Family and Friends."
Funded by the Project on Death
in America of the Open Society Institute, this unusual portrait series
shows different kinds of families
who are preparing for the death of a
loved one.
One of the series, "The Open
Window." includes a terminally ill
woman and her favorite cat "The
cat becomes, in effect, the guardian, and the window being open alludes to the naturalness and the

natural world outside - the sunlight provoke discussion of life themes.
- and that this death is actually a
"Promises to Keep" is hosted by
natural pan of her life." the artist independent producer and awarddeclared.
winning columnist Constance AlScherer' s an work challenges exander of Murray. The project is a
viewers to examine death and dy- community partnership of Alexaning as a normal part of life's jour- der, the Department of Nursing of
ney, despite extraordinary images Murray State University and
in the media.
WKMS-FM.
"Promises to Keep" is funded
"Even though our culture has a
great deal of violent death in enter- with support from the Kentucky
tainment and in the news." she ex- Arts Council and Sound Partners
plained."it's a rare thing for people for Community Health.
The Kentucky Arts Council is a
to just simply consider their life
and their death without all of that state agency in the Education. Arts
and Humanities Cabinet, with supkind of hoopla."
The series "Promises to Keep" port from the National Endowment
invites listeners to consider end of for the Arts.
Sound Partners for Community
life issues so they and their families
will be better equipped to deal with Health is a program of the Benton
the challenges that confront pa- Foundation, funded by The Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation, which
tients and caregivers.
Each episode will present per- is dedicated to improving health
spectives on death and dying, in- and health care in America.
WKMS is a National Public Racluding informational interviews
with health care professionals, pa- dio member station at 91.3 in Murtients and caregivers telling their ray, 92.1 in Paducah and 99.5 in
own stories, public forum partici- Paris, Tenn. For additional inforpants expressing their views on mation about the series and related
need for reform and change and activities in the region. contact
discussions of arts activities that WKMS at 1-800-599-4737.

'Wait Until Dark'impresses reviewer
By MAC MCGOW RAN
Playhouse Reviewer
Playhouse in the Parks' newest
offering, "Wait Until Dark," whips
up suspense, tension and a scare
that will keep you in the dark.
Written by Frederick Knott, the
play is about a sinister con-man,
Roat, and two ex-convicts, Mike
and Carlino, who are about to
meet their match.
They have traced the location
of a mysterious doll, which they
are much interested in,to the Greenwich Village apartment of Sam Hendrix, and his blind wife, Susy.
Sam has apparently been persuaded by a strange woman to
transport the doll across the Canadian border, not knowing that sewn
inside were several grams of heroin. When the woman is murdered,
the situation becomes more urgent.
The con-man and his ex-convicts,through a cleverly constructed

deception, convince Susy that the
police have implicated Sam in the
woman's murder, and the doll,
which she believes is the key to
his innocence, is evidence.
The play was originally scheduled to open last Thursday but
had to delay until Friday because
of technical difficulties. This
reviewer attended Saturday's sold
out show and didn't experience
any mishaps. The sets, direction
and skills of the actors should all
be commended.
"Wait Until Dark's" bad guy,
Harry Roat Jr. is played with a
shark's silent but deadly precision
by Greg Milton, William Harle skillfully portrays Mike Talman,the second in the trio of con men, who
befriends and betrays our heroine
with a door to door salesman like
style.
Chuck Kelley, who rounds out
the trio as Sgt. Carlino, adds just

Conklin,Auler to
present recital
Violinist Scott Conklin and arts degree under violin pedagogue
pianist Robert Auler will present Paul Kantor.
Auler has performed as a piano
a recital Aug. 29 at 8 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Hall, located in soloist and chamber musician
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Build- throughout the United States and
Europe. He is the winner of presing at Murray State University.
The concert will include works tigious competitions, including the
by Schumann, Bach, Stravinsky Stravinsky Awards and the Johannah Hodges International Piano
and Faure'.
Admission is $7 for adults and Awards.
Recently, Auler performed Rach$5 for students.
Conklin,a 1993 graduate of Mur- maninoff Piano Concerto No. 1 with
ray High School, has performed the Cincinnati Conservatory of
as violin soloist with many orches- Music Orchestra - a result of wintras, including the Louisville, ning the school's concerto comNashville, Paducah, Owensboro, petition.
He is currently pursuing a docEvansville and Berlin Symphony
torate
of musical arts degree under
orchestras.
Last summer,Conklin performed Frank Weinstock at the Cincinnati
at the Spoleto Music Festival in Conservatory of Music. He has
also studied with Anton Nel at
Italy.
He has won numerous compe- the University of Michigan.
Conklin and Auler have pertitions, including first prize in the
Music Teachers National Associa- formed extensively as a violin and
piano duo since 1997. Perfortion Competition.
He received his bachelor of mances have included engagements
music degree from the Cleveland at various universities and the Aspen
Institute of Music and master of Music Festival, as well as appearmusic degree from the University ances on numerous concert series.
of Michigan, where he is currently They are currently on a recital
pursuing a doctorate of musical tour of the Midwest.

the right touch of buffoonery to
keep the show moving to its conclusion.
Susy Hendrix, our blind heroine, is exquisitely played with a
wonderful vulnerability and believability by Cheryl Hiiltebrand. Nineyear-old Hannah Boone turns in
a veterans performance as the precocious and obnoxious neighbor,
Gloria.
Susy's husband, Sam, is played
by MSU student and screenwriter.
John Holt.
Other cast members are Jim
Donelson and Joe Smith performing double duty as NYC policemen and backstage crew.
Artistic Director Michael Dun-

Students attend workshop
Charles and Elsie Thurman of
Thurman School of Dance, Murray, and six students attended the
sixth annual Volunteer State Dance
Challenge held July 28-30 at the
Airport Marriott Hotel, Nashville,
Tenn.
The Thurmans and Dana Gish,
Clent and Joan Colson, Dakin
Branch, Lisa Highfil and Gene
Richardson entered 70 pro/am and

amateur dance events.
The local group placed in the
top three of the those events. They
placed first in 52 events, second
in 14 events and third in three
events.
On July 29 of this ballroom
dance event, the 1999 British Rising Star Latin champions entertained.

Is Today's MUSIC
KILLING Our Teens?
This seminar is geared to all ages, 11 years and
up. It will challenge teens and educate parents.
Phil covers the dangers of today's music, and
promotes positive alternatives, using powerpoint, videos, and live examples. Phil has done
over 1000 music seminars across the country,
and has personally met or interviewed many
groups, including Metallica, Megadeth, LA
Guns,Tesla, Geto Boys, GWAR, N 'Sync. Public
Enemy, MXPX, Busta Rhymes, Firehouse, Dark
Angel, Death, Cannibal Corpse, Scarface, and
many more.

(
Don't miss the seminar
)
teens are dying to see!

Phil Chalmers
National Music Speaker

..ileritage Monument Co.
Keepsake Monuments,Inc.
•Computer generated designs
•Competitive prices
•Memorialization is our only business
•Large outdoor and indoor display
(Next to Rolling Hills Nursery)

3812 U.S. Hwy.641 N.• 270-759-1333

Date: August 30th music
Time: 6:30 p.m.
Place: First Baptist Church
203 So. 4th St.
Cost: Free Admission
Is Ton, s thS.c

mg Our Teens'

FROGGY LAND
Caivet, Day Seiv,e4 2000
Finding qualified employees is one of today's greatest challenges.
YOUR

COMPLETE

RECRUITING

EVENT

lbesday,September 12th
Regional Special Events Center
Murray State University
• Extensive Media Campaign

Auditions for 'Dracula'
to be held at Playhouse
Other roles include Dr. Seward,
Playhouse in the Park will hold
auditions for "Dracula" Aug. 26 mid-50s; Harker mid-20s and handsome; the Attendant and Maid are
at noon.
20s or 30s and are the comic
The play will perform the month
relief.
of October, closing on Halloween
night.
No prepared scenes are required.
Principle roles available are:
Script sides will only be available
Van Helsing, medium height and on Saturday
at noon. You will be
played mid-50s; Dracula, tall, thin, given ample time Co
prepare.
musculine and mysterious and
dance background a plus; Lucy is
Possible call backs will be
in her 20s and beautiful; Renfield. announced at auditions. For furDracula's assistant, will be cast ther information call 270-759-1752
with a woman playing a man.
and ask for Michael Dunnagan.

nagan weaves this thriller from
one moment of suspense to another, building it toward an electrifying, breath-stopping final scene.
The show is not recommended
for children under 8 years of age
because of several scenes played
in the dark. Late seating is only
accommodated between the first and
second scenes of the show so don't
be late. Show times are this Thursday at 7:30 and Friday and Saturdays at 8 p.m.
There is one last matinee on
Sunday at 2 p.m. Playhouse has
extended the shows run for an
additional two nights Sept. 1-2.
For 24-hour reservations, call 270759-1752.

ATTEND EVENT...Attending the Volunteer State Dance Challenge from Thurman School of Dance, Murray, were, from
left, back row, Dana Gish, Clent Colson, Charles Thurman,
front row, Dakin Branch, Joan Colson, Elise Thurman, Lisa
Highfil and Gene Richardson.

• Promotion aimed at quality candidates
• Fill your employment needs in just one day!

F04, 4fAtne ,,1,4aiim.A.a.Ux4A, call, tolay,f

270-?S3-2400

GY

103.7 FM

WNBS/WIUM
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Lakers, Graves ready to air it out
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
If things go as planned, Friday's football game
between Calloway County and Graves County should
resemble a five-set tennis match at the U.S. Open
between a pair of big servers.
Senior quarterbacks,Tony Ryan of Calloway and
Stephen Hatchell of Graves are the gunslingers of note,
and all attention will be focused on the bullets coming
from the arms of the two,signal-callers that will be flying all over Calloway's Jack Rose Stadium.
For CCHS head coach Joe Stonecipher, however,
another key to the season-opener for both sides will be if
either defensive unit will be able to break the serve of
the opponent's powerful passing offense.
"I think the whole game sets up as Ryan versus
Hatchell, and its going to come down to which defense
is going to rise up," said Stonecipher, whose Lakers
have won four straight against the Eagles since 1993 and
have not lost to Graves at home since 1992.
Ryan and Hatchell both displayed their skills in last
year's 26-19 Laker victory in Mayfield. Operating\a
ishbone attack. Ryan ran 11 times for 227 yards and all
four Calloway touchdowns on runs of 91, 53, 34 and 2
yards.
Meanwhile. Hatchell completed 22-of-40 passes for
260 yards and two touchdowns against one interception,
setting Graves'single-game records for completions and
passing yardage in the loss.
Ryan will he at the controls of Calloway's fourreceiver offense this year. and while coordinator Dan

Hwy.641 S.
Bel-Air Ctr.• Murray

- Tax

0

Walker will use a combination of draws, screens and
option plays to keep the Eagle defense off-balance.
Stonecipher is confident in Ryan's physical tools and
ability to take advantage of each defense's inherent
weakness.
"We're going to do what we do best, and we feel we
have the best all-around quarterback in western
Kentucky," Stonecipher said. "There's no doubt that
when you pass three out of four times and the defense
starts to expect pass, the run can be effective, but we
will throw the ball."
The Calloway skipper expects both teams to attempt
30-50 passes Friday, which means that Hatchell will
have as many chances as Ryan to put points on the
board.
Hatchell (6-2, 196 pounds), who also owns Graves
marks for single-season and career completions (77;
125) and passing yards (1,239; 2,029), also has his
leading rusher from the Eagles' 1999 squad that went 74 in Travis Bradley (5-9, 200). The senior averaged 5.7
yards per carry in running for 951 yards last year,
including 84 yards on 15 carries against the Lakers.
Sophomore Sam Brown (6-1, 170), Hatchell's backup, caught nine passes for 101 yards versus CCHS a
year ago and is the top returning receiver, but Graves
graduated its top five receivers as well as its top four
tacklers, the second-leading rusher and several veterans
along the offensive and defensive lines from last sea-

son.
Still, the presence of Hatchell, who is being recruited by several SEC schools, makes the Eagles a constant
threat.
"We have to have pressure — we cannot allow
Hatchell to sit back there and find his third and fourth
receivers," Stonecipher said. -On the other hand,
Hatchell's pretty good on the move when you flush him
out of the pocket, so we want to contain him, too."
Calloway's defense will be hurt by the absence of
senior cornerback Ryan Humphrey, who will be out for
two weeks with a slight case of mononucleosis.
Sophomore Jimmy Bynum and seniors Casey Smith
and J.R. Potts will see playing time at the left corner
position.
Senior fullback-linebacker Josh Owen is also nursing a broken right hand, but he played in Friday's
scrimmage against Mayfield with a cast that he will
wear for the next two weeks and will start versus
Graves.
Stonecipher was very pleased with the way his
troops performed in the scrimmage with Mayfield,
which the Cardinals won 7-0 at Jack Rose Stadium.
Each squad ran 30 offensive plays before working on
special teams, and Stonecipher thought the Laker
defense held its own against speedy Mayfield running
backs Michael Dawson and Darrien Parrott.
"I thought we played Mayfield very well,"

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273 • 701 Main Street

NEW LOCATION'

$999
0

Photo courtesy of Allison Photography

2000 CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM

Stonecipher said. -We competed, and we felt very good
coming out of that scrimmage.
"We knew that if we ran enough plays, (Mayfield)
would break one, but they only broke one long run in 30
plays."
Calloway executed a handful of running plays as they
tried to perfect their timing in the passing game, and
Stonecipher was impressed by how well his receiving
corps — led by seniors Patrick Greer, Caleb Smith and
Brandon Williams — demonstrated a knack for getting
open and making tough catches in traffic.
"We didn't show our full offense — everything in;
scrimmages is vanilla — but our receivers did show how
much they've improved," Stonecipher said. The coach
added that this year's Laker team could have its largest
group of talented wide receivers in the history of the
program with 10 players that Stonecipher has confidence in when the ball is thrown his way.
"We've worked constantly with our receivers in practice and in passing leagues because we feel we have the
best all-around quarterback in west Kentucky, and if
we're going going to throw it 30 times a game, we better be able to catch it."
Stonecipher's final concerns prior to kickoff will be
with his kicking game,as full-speed game situations are
the only true test of a team's strength in special teams.
"The Buffalo-Tennessee playoff game last year
showed how important special teams are," Stonecipher
said. "We feel pretty good about our special teams, but
kickoffs are rarely practiced live and you won't know
how things will go until you play the game."

Any Pizza, Any Size,
Any Toppings
(Deep Dish Extra)
r•ol Yana win any Geyer oiler Iles coupon no,
good on Dr-or:nem( Oiler yang with coupon only Vain]
al parl.c.pa,g stores only Customer pays Sales lax
where aponceb4e Our Cnyers Cany less than S20 OC
Our dcyers a, not pen.V Tel mo au
EsPreS 930n00

Delivering a Million Smiles a

117 S. 12th Street • Murray

753-3030

111

714 North 12th St.• Murray 11
JCPenney Shopping Center
(in the old Fashion Bug Building)

EVERYDAY SPECIAL

3 $7.95

All Movies
For
Keep for 2 days

•

Sohn end Rontels

46

'"\\ I I
VIDEO SUPER STORE

1001 Whitnell Ave. • MuTray, KY
207-753-1916

It's not easy being in the
shoes of a single parent.

Melt Away The
Pounds And Stress

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
the game!

Call Today.

753-6
f I i% t• 1 11 v I •

UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL

302 Main St.
Office:
753-9935
Home:
753-1540

Churchill
Funeral Home
Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated
Terry & Karen Issacs, Owners

Supporting Our
Home Teams

Today,one out of four kids is being raised
by a single parent. If you're in those shoes.
the Y can give you the support you need.
We help kids build strong values and
develop self-esteem. So join and
see how we fit your family.

ousmy.
The Family YMCA.It's for all of y

GO LA.KERS
201 S. 3rd St.• Murray • 753-2411

808 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY
Urelled 1Afew

759-9622
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
(iLASSIFIE() Al) RATES

7534916

$6.75 Column Inch,80% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
'All 3 Ads Must Ran Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Lint Ads $7 00 minimum 1st day 10c per word per day for each additional consecutive
do
$2 !)II extra for Shopper ,Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$250 tiara
for blind box ad,

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
140
150
155

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

4S
1,
Just Say "Charge It"

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

020

ADJUSTMENTS

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

060
Notice

Notice

ATTENTION
Hunters:
Hunting seasons just
around the corner So you
need your 4-wheeler serviced. We do oil changes. oil
filter, air filter & adjust the
valves. Call Andy or Dave.
901-364-9813
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers,
complete
arrangements,
honeymoon/ family
cabins,
breathtaking
views.
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging,
800-634-5814
HOST
High
School
Exchange Student Over
25 countries Seeking families for upcoming school
year Call. 800-SIBLING
Visit Web-Site www.aisesouth.com to read student
profiles on line
PANAMA CITY BEACH.
Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
Resort from $69 (some
restrictions apply). Pools,
river ride, hot tub, suites
tiki bar. 800-488-8828
wwwsandpiperbeacon.
com

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking
river,
Smoky
Mountains, TN. Horsedrawn carriage, cabins.
jacuzzi, ordained ministers,
no tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS)
http://www heartlandwedding.com.

Lost and Found

FOUND Male Cat Orange
Tabby. Campbell Estates
753-3843
060

Help Wanted

$8000 Signing bonus, free
college tuition. Initially part
time work, possible full
time Up to $19 an hour.
Limited openings. Call 1800-GO-GUARD
KY
ROMANTIC
CANDLE- National Guard
LIGHT
WEDDINGSIndustry
Ordained- licensed minis- DRIVERS .
ters. elegant decorated full Leading pay, top out at
service chapel, spring spe- 43c/ mi. CDL training and
reimbursement
cial, secluded honeymoon tuition
cabins_ Sat three nights. available for inexperienced
fourth free, Gatlinburg. drivers. 0/0's welcome'
Tennessee 800-933-7464, USA Truck 800-237-4642.
800-WED-RING

SABRE' BOXING CLUB
Now training ages 10 &
up Call Shawn at
753-7981

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

VISA

September 10, 2000

N

*

)

Tell your grandparents, and the world, how great you
think they are, by publishing your greeting in our special "Grandparents Day Greetings" section on

Saturday, September 9, 2000.

Help Wanted

ROOFERS

0

West Kentucky Technical College

CLASSIF7ELD

767-0508

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

BRING IN BY SEPT. 7(3 P.M.)
TO BE PUBLISHED SEPTEMBER 9TH.
Name of Child

Name of Grandparents

R. David Chatman

011CCSLJ. EP
Jc.
,p

Dodge
Enclosed is $7.50 1st picture, $5.00 each additional picture and
stamped, self-addressed envelope for return of picture.
a

Full Time
2 p.m.- 10 p.m.
Prefer exp. but will
train. Pleasant
atmosphere. Good
working conditions.
Apply in person
1505 Stadium View Or.
FOE

Driver Motors wants to invite you to our 5
star Chrysler dealership in Mayfield to
welcome Rodney David Chatman on
board In our sales department. He looks
forward to seeing acquaintances, friends
and family stopping by for a tour of
our vehicle inventory and
a discussion of your vehicle needs.

060

DRIVERS Needed' Get
your CDL and a great job'
Train locally, get paid while
in school, no money out of
your pocket' Earn up to
$800 or more, get weekends off' 1-800-398-9908
DRIVERS
Wanted.
Professional OTR (1yr
exp ) Only the highly motivated, safety oriented need
apply. We offer Big Trucks,
Big Hoods. Big Mileage
and more' For more into on
our 48 state operation Call
Elite Express at 800-4414318
DRIVERS, over the road.
35 stales Flat with sides,
late model conventionals 3
years experience Start
.34c-38c a miles+ benefits. Call 800-444-6648
DRIVERS- Home every
weekend, loads of money.
sign on in Kentucky,
Virginia
or
Alabama.
flatbed training, students
welcome, excellent benefits, conventional trucks
you take home, Satellite
dispatched, sign on bonus,
Hornady 800-441-4271,
ext. 135

Help Wanted

DRIVER- New pay plan
31c- 35C a mile Earn 42K
55K a year and enjoy
assigned equipment 99%
no touch, 50°,60% drop/
hook, great benefits and
home time' 800-879-2486
Buske Lines EOE

DRIVERS/ 01H- Star
Transport, Inc has an
exciting new pay package
Experienced drivers can
start up to 34c per mile, full
company benefits, excellent home time, great
miles Must have Class A
A $35,000 Per year CDL & be able to pass
Career
C R. England DOT physical and drug
needs driver trainees' 15 screen Training available'
day CDL training' Housing! 800-974-2462, 800-548meals included! No up 6082' 888-877-9348
front $$$' Tractor Trailer
training 888-781-8556.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF VACANCY
Position: Part-time teacher at Murray
Elementary Kid's Company
(After School Program)
Qualifications: High School Diploma or
equivalent
Prefer education experience
Reports To:

Kid's Company Director

Application:

Interested persons should
pick up an application at the
Murray Board of Education,
208 S. 13th Street

City Route
Available
Immediately
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

Become a route carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should
apply to Janet Walker
after 10 a.m.
753-1916
1001 VVhitnell Avenue

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Experience or Inexperience Training Available
Servers, Cooks, Dishwashers..
and Night Janitorial
Weekly Pay Up To $7.50 Per Hr.
Benefits to include: Medicak Life & Dental
Insurance. 401K. Stock Purchase,
Employee Discounts.
Paid Vacations & More.
Apply in person
650 North 12th Street In NItirra:s.
Simply Follow U.S. 641 and State High\\ a\ 121.

Driver
inut
eigh=9.

45 N.
Mayfield, KY 42066

Paducah Road. Hwy

Nurses Aide

Fern Terrace Lodge

753-5784.

Special Price

Help Wanted

COL-A Drivers, all regional
sleep nites. home weekends Up to 34 cents per
mile to start, medical. dental, 401K, 2700- 3000
miles weekly. 23 years+ 1
year OTR+ Also lease purchase available Call 800828-8338 anytime
CHURCH
ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY
Requires computer skills,
double entry bookkeeping,
account
receivable,
accounts payable, and
payroll experience, as well
as general office skills
Full
time
position.
Vacation/sick day benefits.
Send resume with references to PO Box 1040-F,
Murray, Ky. 42071
DATA Technologies is now
hiring cable Technicians.
No experience necessary.
Call 762-0026 or Fax
resume to 762-0208. Drug
Screening required
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers No experience necessary
Earn
$600-S800 per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas No
COL'? 15 day CDL training
program available Call
today 1-800-242-7364
DRIVER- $1000 sign on
•4 Week Programs
bonus for all experienced
*Day or Evening Classes
drivers. Company drivers39c/ mile, assigned con...lob Placement Assistance
ventionals! 0/0's- 82c/
0agnir
o
‘ mile, paid fuel taxes,
CALL NOW! 888-722-1919
plates/ permits. zero down
option
lease
Proline
Carriers. 800-277-6546.
Tuition Reimbursement Available • Train in Mayfield, KY
DRIVER- Company drivers
•65 Or Older No Tuition Cost
and owner operators Call
Equal Education and Employment Opp3rtunmes • PAT,D
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages. Boyd
Bros 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377 ) EOE
DRIVER- Flatbed Owner
Operators Needed We
have more freight than
Pr
ICHIC
power to pull it Midwest/
S E 70% of gross Skipper
READINGS
Transportation @
MAISES IN ALL
TELLS PAST,
800-456-7547
PROBLEMS OF LIFE
F'RE5ENT AND FUTURE
INEXPERIDRIVERENCED- Learn to be an
OTR professional from a
A Reputable Reader in Murray for 10 Years.
top carrier Great pay.
executive-style benefits
New Location: 3040 St. Rt.94 E.
and conventional equip2 miles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East
ment Call today' U S
Xpress, 888-936-3338

NAILS BY
JEREL WEST

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads

060

I

ABLE To Travel- Openings
ARE You Connected?
for 8 people No experiInternet Users Wanted'
ence necessary All trans$500- $7500. month
portation and lodging furwww.earn-it-online.com
nished Expense paid train- ATTENTION DriversNo
ing program Work/ travel experience
necessary'
entire USA with unique TMC Transportation
needs
young business group Call drivers $650
guaranteed
Candy, 888-981-0696
weekly Potential to earn
AGE 16-24 Job Corps $900 per week or more
offers free job training & and still get home weekplacement GED classes & ends' For CDL training call
college programs plus free 800-206-7364
housing' Over 100 careers
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
Call 800-585-4052
your own business Work
flexible hours Enjoy unlimited earnings Call toll free
888-942-4053
CDL Training Now hiring
Armour Corp. is
inexperienced drivers for
looking for full time training and placement
with major trucking compaqualified crew men
ny Classes start weekly
Commonwealth
to join their team.
Truck
Drivers School Call toll
Experienced
free 877-970-4043.
preferred but not
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
necessary. Local
Werner needs entry level
work is currently
truck drivers No experience necessary
available.
Earn
$600 -$800 per week plus
270-472-2870
benefits and get home
605 West Highland weekly and during the
week in many areas No
Dr.
CDL? 15 day CDL training
Fulton, KY 42041
program available Call
today 1-800-242-7364

COME BACK TO
THE "RIGHT"
CONNECTION

470 Motorcycles & ATVs
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column

340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sales
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

71f,z42, Apt

Sarah Elizabeth Thompson
Lane & Amber Garland
Grandparents
Grandparents
Ronald & Shirley Thompson
Michael Garland
Michael Garland
Lana & Kevin Russell
Lana & Kevin Russell
John & Carolyn Lambert
Send photo, names of grandparents, name of child
( maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to:

Fri 11 a.m.
.Fri 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 1 p.m.

MUM=

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVER TRAINING

GRANDPARENTS
DAY

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

060
Help Wanted

FOUND 08/14/00 Male
Lab Puppy (mix) All black
with small white patch on
chest 6-8 months old
Near Hardee's No collar.
753-1164 or 759-4141

Ad Deadlines
Publish

Bus. Phone (270)247-3272
1-800-333-8258

Old Country Store
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060

1 50

060
Help Wanted

Heip Wanted

DRIVERS- New pay scale
Top rate 36 Ask how to
qualify, Home every weekend No New York City
Also Owner Operators/
lease purchase needed
EPES Transport 800-948www epestrans6766
port corn
DRIVERS- North American
Van lines has openings in
household and specialized
general
commodities
fleets tractor purchase
program
available
Minimum of 3 months
experience required Call
800-348-2147. Dept KYS
DRIVERS- When it comes
to benefits we've got all
the Bells and Whistles
Paid weekly, great pay,
$1000 sign on bonus. students welcome SRT- Call
toll free 877-BIG-PAYDAY
877-244-7293
DRIVERS Allied Van Lines
needs owner operators for
their Special Products
fleet 2 years over the road
required
experience
Average $1 25 per mile
Dept
800-634-2200
AKYS
&
TOYS
FRIENDLY
GIFTS- Has openings for
party demonstrators &
managers, Home decor,
gifts, toys, Christmas Earn
cash, trips. recognition
Free catalog information
800-488-4876
FULL Time Typesetter
needed If interested send
resume to Abbotts Print
Shop, 211 N Brewer St.
Paris, TN 38242
church seeks
LOCAL
Director of Children's
Ministry Will have responnursery
for
sibilities
through
6th
grade
Complete lob description
available upon request
Hours negotiable Please
submit resume with references to
PO Box 1040-F,
Murray, KY 42071
NAIL Tech Need immediately Must be professional
and dependable Apply in
person The Cutting Edge,
behind Cracker Barrel
Excellent pay and benefits
759-3343
NEW Starting Pay Scale.
$1,000 sign on bonus,
earning potential up to
550.000 per year. full benefits, new model convent,onal tractors, quality
home time, regional & OTR
drivers needed. Call Arctic
Express 800-927-0437,
www actricexpress com.
PO. Box 129. Hillard, OH
43026

I

HARRINGTON Lake Stop
& Aurora Bar-B-Que Now
applications
accepting
Pick up applications at
either location
IMMEDIATE openings at
Mattel Contact Excel office
at 759-8383 for more information

WANT To Hire experienced
Finish PAINTERS & a
GENERAL LABORER Call
753-8823
WANTED Over the road
CLASS A driver Local
company Must have 2yrs
experience 759-8641
WE Are A Successful
LAKEWAY Convienances Kentucky company looking
has openings for Cooks & for honest success mindCashiers Apply in person ed people who desire a
2341 St RI 94E 9am- 2pm career, not a Job, We proM-F
vide excellent training
referred
leads,
Attendant 100%
NURSERY
needed for local church health benefits. stock
Sunday from 8 30am- options, paid vacations &
12 00pm Rate $6 00 hr more Call Bob Taylor. 888References required Must 340-3242 Monday thru
have own transportation Friday, 9-5.
Send letters of interest to WELDERS And General
PO Box 1040-F Murray Laborers needed for metal
company
fabrication
KY 42071
OWNER Operators and Please apply in the office
local drivers dedicated at 2045 St Rt 339 E
automotive freight. home Sedalia, KY 42079
weekends Air ride trailers,
no escrow. 2500+ miles
per week Base plate program, fleet insurance program fuel surcharge L&N
Inc
Transportation,
Louisville, KY 502-6324332
OWNER/ Operators Stop
paying workers comp We
pay $ 83 for all dispatched
miles Loaded or empty,
plus fuel surcharge and we
pay for base plates, permits, licensing and workers
comp, Let us help with your
Heartland
expenses
Express. 800-441-4953.
www.heartlandexpress.corn
PART-TIME mobile home
escort w/ CDL license
753-7975
POSITION available
Persons needed to prepare
returns
tax
income
Seasonal employment We
will train Call 753-9204 or
270-437-4531
SupervisorRETAIL
Hickory Farms has Area
Supervisor openings for
you
near
locations
Training programs, competitive programs, competsalary, bonuses.
itive
mileage reimbursement.
40% employee discount
Call 800-228-8229
ROUTE DRIVER
Minimum
qualifications
stable work history, Class
B. CDL, clear MVR
Benefits include medical,
dental, vision, competitive
pay, vacation, 401K, stock
Ian
purchase
Applications accepte
Waste Manage
3426 St, Rt. 45 South.
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

$5000
SIGNING BONUS
FREE
COLLEGE TUITION

1-800-GO-GUARD
KY NATIONAL
GUARD

Domestic 8 Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Cal
Linda 759-9553
CUSTOM CLEANING
Tailored To Customer
Needs
Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
Please
270-474-8340
Leave A Message
DO you have a loved one
who needs caregiving"
Medically trained in rehab,
stroke
alzheimer s
patients 20 yrs experience 435-4047
HOME & Office Cleaning
753-3802

Computers
COMPUTER IBM Pentium
17' Mid- Tower Case 8Harddrive 3 46B
Bay
Creative Sound Blaster
336 Voice Fax, Modem
Windows 95 and 98
Printer
and
upgrade
$1500 270-759-5592
COMPUTER
PROBLEMS"
Don't be left out lust
because you have an
Apple computer Call the
Mac Doc, Hard drives.
connections.
Internet
software
modems,
upgrades. printing problems. whatever. I can help,
753-5778
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software
Upgrades & Free
Estimates MiclWest
Internet On 121S

Business
Opportunity
AT&T- MCI Payphone
Routes 25 Hi profit loc's
(local) Great income
800-800-3470
BRAND Name
Greeting Card_
Rte. 35 Est. Loc's
(local) Proven income
$$ 800-277-5212 $$

PML,INC.
Rapidly growing automotive components supplier
located in Paris, TN is seeking a Quality Assurance
Manager.
Successful candidate should have a minimum of 5
years experience in quality assurance, preferably
with automotive related companies, and in a
supervisory capacity. Must also have experience
with common precision measuring tools, and staapplications.
control
process
tistical
IS09000/QS9000 experience, computer literacy,
excellent written and oral communications, also
required.
Qualified applicants please submit resume to:
Human Resource Manager
P.O. Box 69
Paris, TN 38242

150
Andes
For Ss

10,600 Btu window air conditioner $145. Deluxe top436-5933.
per for Iwb pick up $325.
9a m -7p m
Cost new 51100, 759Mon-Sat
1987.
Visa/ Mastercard
11 1994/95 Freightliner
MDM COMPUTERS
FLD 120's CAT 3406C &
A+ Certified Technician
3406E engines. 305hp air
On site service
ride, 9 speed, 48" integral
759.3556
5th
sliding
i-tE TAIL Point of Sale/ sleepers
Inventory software pack- wheels, 650K- 750K miles,
age with computer, printer, silver paint. No recaps.
label printer, scanner & well maintained. 6 6 mpg
cash drawer. $1500 759- trucks, $20,000 each.
Franklin, KY 800-444-6648
1854
Clearance
BUILDING
SOFTWARE
4 Sale Guaranteed lowest
GoLive
Adobe
Photoshop 55. PageMaker prices Beat next price
6 5, complete w/ serial increase 20x24 $2800
30x40
$3866
Windows 25x30
numbers
35x50 $7568
$5362
Platform
Others
40x60 $8648
Sells for almost $1000
800-668-5422
Pioneer
NEED TO SELL! $100
Since 1980
753-5778

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Taking applications for cooks, car hops
and counter help for all shifts.
Apply in person. no phone calls please.

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES: Perform complex and responsible bookkeeping, clerical and secretarial duties and process and maintain all
related data and documentation.
QUALIFICATIONS: High School degree or GEL): Experience as a
bookkeeper: Excellent computer skills; Must be able to use Quicken
software and Microsoft Office: Ability to handle multiple phone lines:
Excellent interpersonal skills using tact, patience and courtesy:
Excellent oral and written communication skills, Ability to work confidentially with discretion.
TO APPLY: Please send an application and resume to the Murray.
Board of Education at 208 South 13th Street, Murray. KY 42071.
Applications may be picked up at the Murray Board of Education_
Applications must be received by the close of business on August 28.
2000.

Articles
For Sob

DELL Computers Built to
Order Pentium III available Resolved credit problems OK' $0 down low
monthly payment- 0 A C
Open 7 days Limited time
free interent access- most
800-477-9016
areas
Code MA24 www omcsolutions corn
FAX machine
Sharpe UX-103 fax copier
in excellent shape Perfect
for home or business
Asking $75 00 753-5778

JERRY'S Sporting Goods
in Mayfield
Motorcycle helmets, work
boots, hunting supplies,
vacuum cleaners, belts,
bags. and hoses
NEW Hot-Tub $1800
270-527-5540

WINDOW & Siding Sale
$69 per month All credit
accepted No money down,
Lifetime warranty' Call toll
free today for free esti888-670-3035
mates,
Weatherseal U S A

ORNAMENTAL Grasses
7 Types Dwarf Fountain,
Hardy Pampas, Zebra,
Japanese Bloodgrass, etc
500.0 off, All in pots ready to
plant Call 753-1725

Hoffman's
Inc. Sale

OUTDOOR Barbie playhouse Excellent condition
$125 492-8159
STEEL BUILDING SALE 5,000 + sizes 40x60x14.
50x75x14,
$9,094:
50x100x16,
$12,275.
60x100x16,
$16.879.
Mini-storage
$18.261
buildings. 40x160. 32 units,
$16,914 Free brochures.
www sentinelbuildings corn
Sentinel Buildings. 800327-0790, extension 79
STORAGE Buildings built
on sight Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
competitor's price Call
437-4877 for details
STRAW for sale $2 bale.
Call 489-2436 if no answer,
leave message

$8.37
,
Sungold (')pre
Gold Star Juniper $11.40
Holger Juniper $9.57
Par.oni Juniper $9.57
Parson's Juniper 58.37
Blue Rug Juniper $8.37
Heldridge Pine $10.77
Mugo Pine $11.95
Gold Mound Spireil
little Princess Spirea $837
Shirohana Spires $10.77
Summer Snoutlake
Vihrunum $14.37
Leatherleaf Viburnum $1437
Weigelia Florida Rumba
51137
Garden Juniper $8.37
Coinpacta Hull) $8.37
Burfordi Holt) $8.37
China Holt), $8.97
Wrier grew deal. w tellable

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8-4
Sun, Closed
Hwy.94 East
759-4512

HELP WANTED
Looking for experienced servers, hostesses and window managers. Must be
able to work weekends.
Call for inquiry Tuesday-Saturday 12-4 at

270-436-5566

Kentucky's Premier Employee Benefits
Agency is expanding. We will he interviewing
qualified candidates for the following service/support position:
Account Service Manager

Service existing clients and enroll a variety of
employee benefits. Must he detail oriented and
able to work independently with little supervision. Excellent communication skills. Health
& Life license, knowledge of employee benefits. Position will he based in Paducah, KY.
Respond to:
Willis
1303 Greene Way, Suite 100
Louisville, KY 40220

Paris Manor Nursing Center
Position Available All Shifts
Full Time Nursine Assistants & LPN's

•Vears tif Serlice Slonetan As ard
• Time Bench's
1 11,,,)
v,„
•
•)earl Pedro Atteridarke
Monetar. Auard
Wald tiolidas
Pa
*timpliiee Stock Ounership Program
•Sick
+lee I nilorm Polics
.401K Retirement
4iroup Health hisuran‘e
Aide Cert it kat ir iii Proeram - Earn While You 1.earn
Apply in Person Tue.-Fri.

Paris Manor Nursing Center
1000 Old Murra Road. Paris. TN
'ming Im

ii

HEAD SWIM COACH

WestView
1.4

N 0

II 0 PA E

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Prefer certified but will train.
Full or Part-Time. (7-3, 3-11, 11-7 shifts)
Excellent Benefit Package includes:

Health/Dental/Life insurance
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare; and
Tuition Reimbursement:

CONTACT:
Cathleen Haley. RN. @ 270-762-1591
EOE
270-767-3660

Equal Opportunity Employer

POSITION DESCRIPTION: To coordinate and perform bookkeeping activities including proper recording of accounts receivable and
accounts payable. budgeting, implementing and following district and
state procedures for bookkeeping, and analyzing and preparation of
clear and concise financial reports. To perform clerical and secretarial activities directly related to the daily activities of a school.

FREE Satellite System
Free Dish 500 system
Free installation Call for
details Local networks
available 800-325-7836
INVENTORY Reduction
Sale Arch Steel buildings
Save
Direct,
Factory
Thousands, 25x38. 30x44,
40x50, 50x110 Perfect
backyard shops' garages/
Call 800-341storage
www steelmas7007
terusa.com

Willis

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

Announcement of Vacancy
Bookkeeper
Murray Middle School

FA:das ie

Articles
For Sob

Cherokee Hills Steak House

HOUSE Cleaning &
Ironing 474-2131
100

ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
ANTIQUES, Collectibles.
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
753-3633
CASH paid for good, used
rifles. shotguns, & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th, Murray
Apartments.
HOMES,
Commercial, Farms Quick
Baker/
Closings
Investments 1 -800-531 2246

1 50

Growing swim team seeks
USS Certified swim coach.
Salary commensurate with
experience. Send resume
and references to:
P.O. Box 1040-Y,
Murray, KY 42071.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Full & part-time positions for
Circulation Department. Must be
able to work early hours.
Requires heavy lifting. Excellent
benefits for full time
employees include health,
dental and paid holidays,
paid vacations
and sick days

WANT A Computer')But no
cash" MMX Technology
will finance with "O down
Various size units
Past credit problems no
Walnut Plaza
problem Call toll tree 888104 N. 5th
718-4760
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home_ Buy direct
and save, Commercial
home units from $199 Low
Apartments For Rent
monthly payments Free
color catalog Call today 1 OR 2br apts near down800-842-1310
town Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1 or 2br
Close to
University References and
2 RATTAN Settees with pet deposit required 753cushions $250 1 white 8187
washed wicker settee with 1BR apt available, all applicushions $200 1 white ances furnished Mur-Cal
washed wicker table. $60
Realty 753-4444
759-1854
1BR Like new, all appliCHERRY Wood Oval din- ances Diuguid Dr Also 1
ing room set Table with 6 br studios near campus
chairs Good condition Coleman RE 759-4118
$350 759-4220
1BR .
all
appliances
NICE Dinette Set Butcher University $325/mo lyr
block with 1 leaf 4 lease+ deposit, no pets
Bentwood Chairs with 1br , furnished downtown
seats (upstairs) $255/mo lyr
padded
Reasonable Call
lease+ deposit, no pets
753-4216
2br, furnished downtown

Office Space

753-9621

(upstairs) $285/mo. lyr
lease+ deposit, no pets
2br, stove, refrigerator. wid
ACROSONIC Piano (built hook-up. C/H/A, 15 miles
north of town 5285/mo lyr
by Baldwin) $1500
lease+ deposit, no pets
759-1854
GHERDHART Flute 2 753-4937 8-5 M-F.
1BR ,
apt
furnished
years old, paid $650
Asking $400 759-1874 till $225/mo No pets Next to
5pm or 759-4561 after 121 fairgrounds
753-3139
5pm
2BR
Near MSU. $325.
Used
Trombone
YAMAHA
lyr. good condition $200 water furnished. Coleman
Call 759-3296 leave mes- RE. 759-4118
2BR, 1 bath Electric,
sage or call after 5p m
washer/ dryer hook up
$375/ month 753-9475
2BR, All utilities paid
Close to MSU Deposit &
C/H/A
home
mobile
12X60
stove & refrigerator, under- lease No pets $390
759-4826
pinning, deck & pole
MOVED 2BR, Near MSU. New carBE
MUST
pet, paint & wallpaper
$2900.00 492-8819
FLEETWOOD C/H/A. 5325. Also 2br,
16X80
1994 3br. 2 bath Take $275. Coleman RE.
759-4118_
Major
over payments
4BR Townhouse Coleman
appliances included
RE 759-4118
270-247-0302
AVAILABLE immediately
1984 14x56. 2br, good 1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
condition_ Has garden tub
bedroom handicap accesAppliances included. On sible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
wheels, ready to move.
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
$4750. Call 901-247-5635.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
1993 Fleetwood
Opportunity
14x72 2br, 2 bath
$10,900.
• AVAILABLE Sept 1st
753-6319
Exceutive-type duplex
3br., 2 full baths
1994 Fleetwood 16x80
with landscaped acre lot All appliances except W/D
907-A N 20th St
753-0902 please leave
753-8242 (home)
message
559-7378 (work)
1996 SUNSHINE 14'x70'
2Br
1909-B
2br, 2 bath. 3/4 acre wood- DUPLEX
ed lot. 3 miles from Murray. Westwood Dr Lease No
Ready to move into. pets $360 plus deposit
535.000. firm. 759-0519
753-8002
FLEETWOOD. FORREST
1997
View
16x60, 2br, 2 bath with Apartments 1213 N. 16th
10x12 storage building Set St.. now accepting applicaup in Fox Meadows tions for 2br townhouses,
517,500. Call 759-1629 basic rent $305/ month.
after 5p.m.
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F.
DOUBLEWIDE 2 large Call 753-1970. Equal
lots, large metal building. Housing Opportunity.
12ft. high sliding doors. NICE 1-2, 3br apts or 3-4br
plus more 1 mile from house W/D, furnished,
lake. 762-0032, 753-9961
MSU. 753-1252
near
HM & Sons Mobile Home before 5pm. 753-0606 after
Mover 18yrs. experience. 5pm.
Licensed & insured in NICE Furnished 2br apt
Kentucky, Tennessee & Upstairs at 216 N 13th
Illinois. 437-3939.
Between 12th St & MSU
REDUCED! 1993 Clayton. Campus Utilities & Cable
14x56. 2br, refrigerator, included $350 per month
stove, shed included. Fox 753-4731
Meadows Court. 492-8848
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
Mobile Homes For Rent
2BR From $325
MOBILE Homes For rent
Call Today!
753-8668.
Quiet country setting Call
474-8027
VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath

Musical

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
1/2 acre $100/mo 753
6012
LOT for rent 492-8488

Apply in per
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
on-n:4mq qualtty healthcan,in Western
Kentucky and .‘brituvesi Tennessee. announces
the followong job openings
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICE AIDE:
Part-Time on Weekends Work 30 hours in 2 days
FOOD SERVICE AIDES:
Part-Time and PRN available Flexible Schedule
great for students
SURGICAL TECHNICIANS:
Two positions available
NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Full and Part Time on 11-7 shift in acute care
RNs: Med-Surg Full and Part Time
CHILDCARE FLOATER TEACHER:
PRN positions available Education and experience
preferred Must be available to work on a flexible
schedule and be 18 years old
For details contact:
Human Resources
(2701762-1106

EquJI Opportunity
Employer

MURRAY
CAII.OVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

.41{1'40dr "Aft rut • ‘11irraN,

•

Keittut ks 121i71

Mur

er & Times

hitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

BUILDING For Lease 519
S 12th St (Hwy 641S
Call 753-1342 for info
COMMERCIAL Building
1000 Whitnell Occupied
by Murray Bank Available
Oct 1st For lease
753-6496

with garage. Appliances
furnished with washer &
dryer. Central gas KA. lyr
lease. 1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2905.
WOW!
No waiting list,
Southside Manor Apts.
3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
Houses For Rent
2 3 & 4br Houses
Lease & deposit required
753-4109

STORAGE SPACE
30,000 sq. ft. available
Heated, Cooled and Sprinkled
Will Divide
ATTRACTIVE RATES

Located Bel-Air Center
Call Mike Falconite

270-5344006

390
livestock & Suppties

Renege
28R 1 bath Carport wid
hook up Stove & refrigerator $375 rno 1yr lease
deposit No pets'
753-8136
2BR. Located on Potts Rd
270-527-7732
5BR 1 bath & 2 half baths
Gas heat CA $575 per
month plus deposit
753-9826
9TH St
3br. 2 bath $4751mo
security No dogs
270-474-2520
CLEAN, 2br 1 year lease,
appliances $3751mo
753-9636

AKC Shih- I zu Males 8.
females. all colors, shots &
901-352-0037
wormed
901-642-5151
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
FREE To a good home
Miniature Pincher/ German
Sheppard mix 2 yrs. fixed.
all shots House broken
Call 767-0396
PET caskets 759-1700

48' BLACK Pony $400
492-8159
CLEAN KY 31 Fescue
Seed 94°. Germ 85c/ lb
270-345-2545

KY 31 Fesque Seed
489-2599
I'll Is ill
•••

j

I

"AV GOOD-BIVEI"
larva•11
i

your furniture or other items in the
ciassitieds and say -hello to extra casn.
Call 753-1916

EDGER & TIMES

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Thurs., Aug. 24, 2000•6 p.m.
Greg McKendree - Owner
Turn off Hwy. 80 West at hardin onto Hwy. 1949 Wadesboro Road. 2nd
house on left.

360
Storage Recitals

EASTSIDE

Yard Sales

REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY
From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 East to Van Cleave Rd..
follow to 1551 approx. 1 mile to auction.
'sit sq ii mobile home
bedroom 2 full h.,
appliances sis ref dishoashermange the toaster Is
large eat in kii,hen all
K111111%1111 e th garden tub double sink. %alto and separate .1
.C1
I ,ll/111 has v.J lk iii 10.
tear 6'‘9' steps front & rear concrete sideualk
shooer 2 dcs.k• from 12 si 2
se,urit pole lights Di:.
i:arage fenced iii hack ',ad 4 Barklett pear trees in front I i bedroom 12
mg room I S's16' kitchen 12'Ni
dish all this int large lot
s 21 bath 4'.
• 21 bedroom 9'c" s I 2' • 11 bedroom st-‘15* • Ii baiti

v, ill sell a no e 199I Southr idge I 6'%hi

I s' -

g..11.1gC tir Ill.
6•5- uimtiI 1.01.111
twit, halarke in V, k.las ith passing ot deed Cash or
lernis 15'; &ton das ot
L heck on persinial prove,t
Call us we ootild like to shoo %int this propero.
For more information and )our auction needs phone 435-4144.

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144

PUBLIC AUCTION

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
Three bedroom house. I bath, living room,eat-in kitchen, laundry room.
carport, on nice lot.
Terms: 15% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
For more information call...

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall - Broker
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

All Size Units
Available

PUBLIC AUCTION

753-3853

Thursday, Aug. 31, 2000 • 5 p.m.
AKC Boxer Puppy, male
$200 270-247-6215 afte
4p m
AKC Champion Chocolate
Lab pups $175 436-2867
AKC
Registered
Pekingese Puppies Must
sell immediately $100
436-5995.
AKC Registered Rare
black & white Pallbald
Siberian Husky puppies
Will be ready in 4 weeks
$270
270-354-8481

701 Riley Court
Off Ellis Drive, Murray, KY
Selling an apartment of furniture - bedroom suite - couch & chairs table & chairs - table lamps - small kitchen appliances - lamp tables pots & pans - 3 or 4 nice old quilts and more.
For more information and your auction needs
phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

81± ACRES ABSOLUTE

On Highway 641 South of Murray
The J.D. Equipment Company is going out of business
and will sell the following items...
'Ai 5 lit: It Lit k ss illi kiui1i heide ser 1,:e bed - 1980 Ford
!'s ICC I 990t ft.\
set'. ice bed • 5' RotarY Cutter Bushhog brand ‘‘
lIt
heide
knip
truck
ice
sen
oal Cali tractor ‘Yith dual. - 15'1.1). Hat Wing rotary cutter - nice
ON Internatin
I)
4440 J.D. traclot. puss et shil1, duals, quick hitch - nice 255 Nl.F. diesel tractor 3 pt. Lilly %Featly.' ; pt sawdust bucket - 19W) 17 h.p. JD. LX18S riding
mower. nice - nice 4s11C John Deere fork hit - nice floor model pallet hand lift
- 1950 Chevy Duly 4 speed flat bed - model 2000 1N1&W Gear Co. hydra gauge
dynanometer - tractor splitting stands for 4020 to 7.000 series - fy00 senes cab
tilt stands Piston liner ring sloeser - hyd. lest equipment - kit for power shift heay y shop press other floor jacks & jack stands - drill press - model T.400 Coil
- cutting torches with carts - battery charger Cremp by the Weatherhead
large shop vise - large shop air compressor - new holts and bolt bins - 240' of
tree standing hea y duty. metal part racks - metal heavy duty 55 gal. drum racks
- (2)9' streator display free standing shelYing - 10' step ladder - 2 axle law n traceo Wayne oil burner - service manuals tor - nice steamm cleaner by Clarks Dlc
an trailer - Ilea\ tandom axle tag along trailer maybe some new. parts 1951 ('he'.. Duly 150 one ton w ith stake bed auto shift - office desk and chairs
- Heavy duty 2 axle hod. lilt trailer - small pull cultipacker - Dotson tork
y pickers - dual wheel dolly, - lots specialty tools
Chey S-10 pick up small hyd. jack tables Nuday model 1575 floor meter box - refrigerant recover\ recYcling station - nice III ton floor lack - heayy duty metal cut oft saw bench grinder - 295 amp 1.1) Welder - spray gun with regulator - metal work
benches - (2) shop tans - small gas air compressor 14) 3 drawer Row nun cabinets - iither Ilea\ y duty wall parts rack - holi.cutters - clean burn multi oil furnace - rubber tired wagon - deliYery trailer - shop tools - micro fish - other shelf
items - flat bed for king wheel base truck - office equipment - file cabinets - calculator and more

For

.c information and sour auction needs phone 270-435-4144.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch milable - \lotion held rain or shine.

Good Calloway County Lake Area Property
Jennings Trail - Hamlin, KY

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

Offered In Individual Tracts or The Entire Farm
At ABSOLUTE AUCT ON

111111111111-.i+

Or

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays '

I.I.
ba = a

•t #

NS

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
AN OUTSTANDING PROPERT YU
Thursday, Sept. 14111, At 6:00 P.M.
/2W"..GlirWr .s-7- 17E5
KY
Y,
hi The City - MURRA
From The Southwest Corner Of
Murray State University, Take 16th
Street South To Wiswell Rd, Proceed
On West To Martin Chapel Rd, Turn
Left To Property. Or Proceed On West
On Wiswell Rd To Doran Rd, Turn Left
To Property...Signs Posted!
6)
.
01

ArkAlliFI

In 4 Tracts & Combinations
Fli--2 — FI-41. — AUG ZONING

TRACT 1-6.94 ACRES • TRACT 2-7.42 ACRES
TRACT 3-11.74 ACRES • TRACT 4-33.44 ACRES
Tract I:

"Fract 2: lea
Tract 3: 1111

'tract 7: gulgg

'rract

Tract It:

gel]

Tract 6: MEM

W 'rink
Terms: 15% Down Day of Sale - a Minimum Deposit of S1000 Per Tract - balance
price.
the
determine
to
hid
final
the
to
added
he
will
premium
buyer
10%
A
Days.
30
diligerxe wiheining the p, •
Potential bidders are repomihle for tontakting their wan independent inspeoor and due
lokations 411 information is obtained from reit
ert) Lines on aerial plat are not or be relied on as exa,t houndar
or guarantee. Afton or implied 4,
sources, hmsCleT the Auctioneer. Real Estate Hroker and sellers make no .arrant
pre,Cdellt emrs er all other ad,ertisement
the a...curat ot the intormation All J111110Uthements the da, •,t the auetion take
All inspections should he made prior to the auction

FARRIS AUCTION &
ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker

"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149

Hazel, KY

(270) 492-879E;

matena1
Nnt re.pnnnhle for sentient. Anneurdinnent. do', of ode take precedent. iwee all printed

I
.

Garage
Sale

YMCA
YARD SALE

1521 London Dr.

808 Chestnut
Sat., Aug. 26
7 a.m. - ?

Yard sale to
benefit the
YMCA Annual
Sustaining
Campaign

el%

YARD SALE
121 South
Lynnwood
Estates
Fri., Aug. 25
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Clothes. Avon,
shoes, jewelry &
toys, many more

LEDGER & TIMES

items

753-1916

HUGE SALE

YARD SALE

Aug. Fri. 25,

94W 1/10 mile

Sat. 26 & Sun. 27
305 Beaman New
Concord 121 S. to
Lax Dr. to Beaman
Follow signs
Chipper - Shredder
draperies, household, items. lamps
Misc.

1932 Table and
chairs, washer &
dryer, treadle
sewing machine,
electric sewing
machine, dishes
and glassware.
1993 van

FOR SALE SIGN
NOT ATTRACTING
ATTENTION?
Place an ad with...
MURRAY

Fri. & Sat.

BARN-YARD SALE
Fri. 7-?: Sat. 7-12
101 Airport Rd. Murray (2.4 miles from
JCPenney's) 121 N. toward Mayfield.
Hwy. 783 N. First Red Barn on left. Look
for signs!!
- Something for everyone. Infant to 3T clothing, women's & men's nice clothing, stove.
oven, cabinets, household items, furniture,
knick knacks, toys.

2333

CLASSIFIEDS
MAKES CENTS!
= ha la #

Tract 4:111111

HUGE YARD
SALE
1/2 mile 94 West
on right
7:30 a.m. till ?
Fri. & Sat.
Good winter
clothes Something
for everyone
Everything must
go Toys, dolls,
household

Business On A Budget?

:8iNe,a
Very near beautiful KY Lake on a paved road. Buy building tracts or the entire farm.
This property is located in the heart of Calloway Counties lake region. An outdoorsman's delight with the scenic views and wildlife.

Puryear, Buchanan
Hwy., 2nd house on
right, otf 641.
Thurs. 9-5
Fri. & Sat.
7 - dark
l- urniture. old dish cab,
net, appliances. new &
used old foot locker,
Christmas decOration.
new items, new n),
chandise

in Canterbury
Aug. 25 & 26
7:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
linens, dishes, computer items, stereo
clothes (boys and
Girls) light fixtures
and paint sprayer

Saturday, Aug. 26, 2000 • 10:00 a.m.

SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 2, 2000 • 10 A.M.

to new
Location: From Murray, KY take Hwy. 121 South approximately 9 miles
Flamini
to
miles
5
Concord. KY. Turn left onto Dunbar Road and proceed approximately
than
less
auction
to
proceed
and
Trail
Jennings
Grocery at Jennings Trail. turn left onto
posted.
be
will
Signs
1 mile on the left.

YARD SALE

Friday, Sept. 1, 2000 • 5:00 p.m.

39)

A
C

400

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

CREEKVIEW STORAGES20-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

PAGE 13

THURSDAY. AUGUST 24, 2000

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

A Small Portion Of Tract 4 Is Under Lease To Charter Communications For
The Cable Tower Thru 2004 At $7,100.00 Annually!

City Services
Sewers • Gas • Water
A Great Investment Opportunity
An Excellent Location
Unlimited Potential!!

2x2 consistency in classifieds
every day for a
month - incl/Shopper $205.
Call 753-1916 for details.
C1_ASS/F-1EL?

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 2, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
Puryear, TN.
From traffic light go south on 641 1/2 mile.
Auction across from Minit Mart.
Selling real estate and personal property.
Investors, first time buyer. handy man, don't
miss this opportunity to buy this lovely older
home at Public Auction. This partially remodeled
four bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, brick home is being
sold with all the materials you need to finish the
job. The home has many special features including three fireplaces. Also includes a large utility
building and pole barn.
Real Estate will sell at 12:00 noon
PARTIAL LISTING
Pace Arrow by Fleetwood. motor home 33 ft 454 Chevy.
dual air. 6 5 kw generator. awning fully equip? "Ready to
Go".1972 Fleet Star I H dump truck + 1811 TriAxei trailer
&ramps.1979 F150 Ford pickup 6 cylinder auto • 1982
Chevy Siiverado car hauler. 454 elect winch igood truck).
1997 Jayco camper. hawk. 24 ft lull bath fully loaded .
Remington 870 pump. 3' magnum • (2) Coleman cookers
.20 x 40 tent
wit bottles • BAD 12 von electric winch (new)
wipoles & sides + new oak cabinets • new door.set of sliding doors • assorted new cabinets • 50 boxes of staples 12
x 1-14.tool boxes • grinder • small showcases • collector
plates + lots of old glass + toothpick holders • old wooden
table + electrical parts (new)• portable clog per • lumber .
MUCH MORE
REM. ESTATE TERMS; 20°C Down Day of Auction
payable in Cash Cashiers Check and Current Bank Letter
of Credit made to Doug Taylor Service required by all per.
sons not personally known by auction company Balance
doe within 30 days upon detiveoe Oh decd
Complete settlement day of auction on personal properly.

Patea Reaetv
503 Tyson Avenue Paris, TN :04242
19011642-6165
Mark Johnson, Broker

The Auction Will Be Held At The Calloway Inn
The Old Holiday Inn, Hwy 641 South, Murray, KY
15% Down Balance In 30 Days!

R. CASH
JAMES & REAL
viE AUCTIONEER ESTATE BROKER
J ri
J
8466

C

R up FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-

0
"THE SELLING MACHINE-"
Website www.jamesrcash.com

AUCTONS'/.CE
200 Adkins Lane
Puryear TN 38251
(901)247-3784
Doug I aylor
Auctioneer
In, Lie. 12027
-Taylor

Beth Taylor
App. Auctioneer
Firm NI 762 Tn. Lie. 14664

Made Auctions Are Better-
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

R

Lao

4,40

Used Cars

OSS For Sole

Real Estate
FOUR- Year old nome in
Georgetown, lovely neighborhood, quiet cul-de-sac
Over 2000sq ft 4br, 2 5
Privacy fence
baths
condition
Excellent
$148.500 Call 502-8670078

OUTDOORSMAN S
DREAM
195 acres fields woods.
timber, hunting, privacy
3 mile road frontage Osborne Rd to Blood
River Bottom
753-8866

460
Property

Homes For Sale

Lake
TENNESSEE
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
Slip $24900 Beautifully
spectacular
woodc
views, with access to crystal clear mtn lake next to 18
hole golf course' Paved
roads, utilities, soils tested
Low, low financing Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext
6041

440
Lots For Sale
2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North. Murray 753-1967
LOTS for sale Starting at
11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale,
270-435-4487
1-888-673-0040

3BR. 2 bath Brick home on
nice lot 1500sq ft living
space plus 1 car garage
$79.000 Call 753-3903
after 4p m
3BR, 2 bath brick. 2 car
garage, fireplace, FR. 1
acre. CH/A, country. 484
Midway Rd. $79,000. Brick
3br. 2 bath. 2 bath 2 car
garage C/H/A. Hardwood
floors. 1107 Fair Lane.
585.000 759-3395_

3BR 2 full baths
2 car garage C/H/A
1 acre lot Price reduced
Day 437-4390
After 4p m 437-4057
BUILD Your own home
cobs- Complete owner
builder services helps you
10000 financing including
land Good income & credit required Save $ 888839-6952 or www cobhomes com
BUILDER Offers two new
bnck homes for sale in city.
One 3br and one 4br Both
deluxe homes Call 7533903 after 4 00pm for further information
HOME Building lust got
Shuberry
With
easy'
Homes build your new
house with no down payment and 1000.financing
See the difference at
www shuberry com or call
800-603-7614
LOVELY country home
On 2 acre wooded lot 2br.
2 bath C/FirA & large shop
All appliances
753-2733 day
753-7137 night

2BR, 1 bath Duplex Good
rental history. Great neighborhood. 1304 Peggy Ann.
$68.500. 753-6870.
37 acres & 3br, 2 bath
house 121 south 1.5
miles turn on Neale Trl, 1st
house on left Call 759OWNER relocating
3366
bnck, 2 baths
3br.
3BR, 1 bath, brick Carport, w/whirlpool. great room
paved drive, log cabin on w/fp, column entry, formal
lot also 759-4659 910 dining room, neutral colors,
plantation blinds
Bee Creek Dr
116 Murray Estates
759-4644

CL_ASSI/EAE7

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

PRICE REDUCED'
Immediate Possession
Outstanding 2 story home
4br, 21)2 bath 1520
Canterbury. 436-5922
TWO Story Brick 3br, 3
bath. 2 acres. West
Country. Call 435-4214.

WE SHOW YOU
•100q loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 T.

470
1110tOrCyCJOA & Arts

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

FOR SALE
EXCELLENT INVESTMENT property, built in
1997, this two-story, four unit brick townhouse
is fully leased. All appliances are included.
in
Cambridge
Subdivision.
Located
$179.000.00
BRAND NEW four bedroom brick duplex located in the new Cambridge 3 Subdivision. Units
are fully leased, all appliances are furnished.
S149,000.00.
GREAT OPPORTUNITY for starter home or
investment property in a_ good location.
Located at 1625 Miller, this 3 bedroom home
has new vinyl siding, sits on a large lot, and
has lots of potential' $59,000.00

Call 753-8823

1996 HONDA 300 EX
Cobra exhaust with K and
N air filter. Call 753-6917.
1997 YZ125 2 gas tanks
New plastic gold DID
chain Extremely nice Call
Andy or Dave 901-3649813
2000 HONDA 400EX
Extra wheels and tires
767-0592 after 5p.m.
4-WHEELER 50cc- 100cc.
Brand new, automatic
trans. priced as low as
$1595. Call Andy or Dave
901-364-9813

UeedCas

1987 Toyota Cressida 4dr, 1991 CADILLAC sedan
new tires great condition Seville 4dr, extra clean
CD player $2300 Call 56.xxx miles $6,500
436-6050
753-0792

Crown CORVETTE
1-UHU
Stingray
1998 Pontiac Firebird T- 1995
Victoria $3400 obo 1993 1976 350 AT PS P6 New
tops
PW
PL
CD
Victoria paint carpet and seat covCrown
Excellent condition garage Ford
$2700 obo 759-1070
ers Excellent condition
warrankept
under
factory
Sedan
CADILLAC
1993
White w/ buckskin interior
Devine. Like new, 1 owner ty 753-9503 please leave 1996 CHEVY Silverado
Ext cab. loaded, 68.xxx 59K 270-753-3272
message
93.xxx miles. 753-0114
White $15,900
miles
WANTED: 1965 GTO,
1993 Nissan Anima GLE 2000 DODGE Stratus All
1997 Mazda Millenia
270-759-0120.
power.
2400
miles
Save
115.000 miles all options
Loaded, excellent condiincluding pwr sunroof thousands $12.500 OBO
tion, 46,xxx miles $16,500
heads up display. local car 753-0603
Vans
901-479-7002
$6,500
2000 FORD Taurus SE
'92
Ford
Taurus
Station
Call 753-9761
New body style Loaded.
Wagon 1 owner Michelin 1995 DODGE Caravan
1994 FORD Taurus Station V-6 27,xxx miles Hunter
One owner, good conditires
$2000 00 435-4681
wagon Nice car, $3500 Green $14,900
tion Low mileage Call
270-247-5265
270-354-8471
759-5238 or 753-2905

1990 NISSAN Maxima
Great condition 489-2544,
leave message

NEW HOME
By Owner
3,400 sq. ft. of living space • C/I-VA, quiet
country setting • 1.4 acres •2-car garage •
master bedroom suite • large great room •
fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • formal dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms • 3 baths • oak cabinets. $167,500.

527-5460 or 354-8966

FOR SALE BY OWNER

HOME FOR SALE

121 KY ABRAM
BENTON, KY 42025
$99,900.00

MICHAEL'S
TRANSMISSIONS
6 Month Warranty
Lowest Prices
Starting at $550.00

759-9444
NORTH VILLA SUBDIVISION - In
Calloway County. New construction
brick house featuring 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, master bath w/whirlpool tub, all
appliances, unfinished upstairs (could
be two more bedrooms and bath)& 2 car
garage. All this sitting on a large level
lot, professional landscaped. $118,500.

Approx. 2,200 sq. ft. living space, 3
bedrooms, 2-1/2 baths, laundry room,
great room/gas fireplace, master
suite/downstairs, 2 bedrooms/full bath
upstairs, 2 car garage, near golf
course/country club, in the city limits
of Benton, near Purchase Parkway,
beautiful neighborhood.

Call (270)527-9166 or
(270) 527-2211 For Appointment

759-4783

TRUCK FOR SALE
1965 RED FORD F350
352 engine, 4 spd.,
52,000 miles,
1 owner. See at 5785 94E
Call 759-1062

HOME IMPROVEMENTFROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING You'u, NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!
TREE
EXTERIOR
ROOFER
SERVICES
CLEANING

David's Cleaning
Metal
Roofing
barns & sheds. Metal

Lamb Brothers
1—'
01 -3' Tree Service

for houses,
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Estimates

LICENSED & INSURED

CLOSE Out Deals on new
99 Husqvarna motorcycles. Priced below dealer
cost. We have motor cross
& Enduro models an stock
from 125cc- 610cc- 4
stroke. Call Andy or Dave.
901-364-9813

7,

24 Hr. Serrue

Cleanup Sermce

Hedge To

Full Line of
Equipment
Paul Lamb

Tree & Stump
Remoual

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Services

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

PAINTERS

David's Home Improvement

Serving The Area
For 27 Years

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
THURSDAY,SEPT. 7, 2000
10:00 A.M. RAIN OR SHINE

'Replace rotten or water damaged floors
'Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
'Install moisture barriers

AREAS LEADING
CARPET BUSINESS

At the farm of Del and Judy Fleming 4.6 miles south of Farmington. Kentucky
on Highuay 564. From AllOield take Highway 121 South approx. 7 miles to
Ilighuay 564 South then 4.6 miles. Signs posted. From Murray take Highway.
121 North apprux. 14 miles to Highway 564 then 4.6 miles. Signs posted.

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring

Mus...all other home improvements.

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE BY CERTIFIED STAFF

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

_AL
Interior & Decorative Painting

Rainbow Rooms
More than paint, we apply imagination
• Hand Painted Designs • Instruction
• Stenciling • Faux Finishes • Free Estimates
Geniece McCreary
Rd., Murray, KY 42071
Wiswell
1606

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

10E SMITH CARPET

Phone 1270) 759-

David Borders

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
A

71 ACRES
REAL ESTATE
71 ACRES
MAGNIFICENT 71 ACRE HORSE FARM

Used Cars

Used Cars

759-1552

SERVICES

HOME
FURNISHINGS

OFFERED
A
Need Furniture? Bedding? 17
,
7771 (YOUR ASPHALT NEEDS DELPHI)
2 :77=7
55
For the best possible prices
since 1958....
This breathtaking manor house teatures 0 bedrooms, 5-1/2 baths, great room with stone
fireplace. library. office with fireplace. formal dining room. Florida room, utility room,
fully equipped gourmet kitchen and sX•r4..kotrr, approx. 4.045 sq. ft. living space plus two car
attached gar.q.u: and tyko car carport with activity room. Geo-therm heat and air system.
%kelt ‘%ater and septic tank system. 27' 40' screened entertainment deck and two additional decks and a 20's 411 mground pool.

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

more in less acre tarm is le‘el to gently rolling with 3 ponds. and is complete*,
cross fenced •This property SA ill sell in three tracts, then offered in combinations and ther
in its entirety
1111s 7 1

Visit Our Showroom Today
yr

Note: Property svill he selling absolute to the highest bidder. You can see this property ans
date before auction date h‘ contacting selling agents at 247-2734 or 674-5523.

OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY AUGUST 27, 2000
FROM 2:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.

gi1U1711101111111T

Fcr,ti' ltY dov,n d,is ot auction. cash balance with passing of deed within 30 days.

rv

hi
CARCtlifttIN6
53

:
747
0,

Murray

Rd

11 011AIVE1
AN1A • -111 diA10 •

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?
WE DO!Over 34 Years
Experience!

'

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD • CARPET
411ORSL
60' ilk). metal exercie barn ‘k
exercise rings. brick 8-stall horse barn with office ot
storage room Metal 15 stall barn %kith lising quarters. office space. hay loft, tack room
storage and equipment area

Hwy.641•1112 lies south d
6,11011
Alum to Tom *tor Rd
HA2R1 ICY
ROt1500 yards.
13d8WO •000MOEIVH •lANIA • 3111 &NOD•31t1 31INV830

753-7728

Although all information in advertisement arc obtained from reliable sources 11,11
announcements day of auction takes precedence met printed material

CONSTRUCTION

AUCTION CONDUCTED JOINTLY BY:

WAI,DROP & ASSOCIATES

EXCAVATING • BULLDOZER
• DIRT PLAN
•WILL DIG CATFISH PONDS

935 Paris Rd.. Mayfield. KY 42066
Phone 247-2734 or 800-455-2734

Col. Paul Wilkerson & Sons
Real Estate At Auction
Lewes. KY (502)674-5523 or (502)674-5659
Dale Hama 674 511154
Franklin J Wilkerann 674 5540
AUCTIONEER la REAL ESTATE BROKER
AUCTIONEER& REAL ESTATE BROKER
Carel Sue Mime 6216417
?red We., 211 6752
11611loo.s 6?I yow

warmer Alf Tio.rr.

APPIUR110E

atrrimirrrt

APPR2 VT 1r 1 Al 11.14 i R

doesn't cost it PAYS! g
Our SERVICE
Fr.„ Owned roma),One•ded
y

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 *Sat. 9-4

You \kill also tind: vaulted. tongue :Ind grove ceilings. Mexican tile flooring, a spiral staircase to the third floor. wood shake root. extensive landscaping, plus incredible amenities
that are 1110 numerous 10 111e1111011_

1244 State Route 121 North

741-oarkao Sizmideud

1867 Conner Road • Clinton, KY 42031

Phone (270)653-3300
I ina Conner

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service AllBrands
TVA ilcat Pump Contractor

Asphalt Does Not Improve
With Age And That Is Why

ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!

a.

GUARANTEE ON MA ERIAL
41
& WORKMANSHIP ---- (
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY!!!

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL INC.

.cense 6M02182

270-759-2288

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS
Call Us

270-759-1953
ATiithalt Doctor
SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR

ttirh 2/ Years I
The ,4s/i/m/t /a,/ii Sun

Romm Grorin
0,4 iii r

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home
Improvement Guide Call Kathy or Debra
at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $205

ST. CONSTRUCTION,LLC
Seth Conner

Protect your asphalt from gas, oil,
sun, oxidation. water penetration,
and many other harmful factors ,
that rob your asphalt of itself! .

—Moving

1001 Whitnell
Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927

2x4 - $410

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
VISA

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
530
Services Offered

$00
glared

Used Truclus
1983 34ton Chev Pick-up
350 engine Good condition ,Ready to go
436-5693 leave message
1983 SILVERADO Lwb,
305 built auto No rust
damage
body
Minor
79,xxx original miles New
tires, chrome mag wheels
$2400 436-6050
1994 GMC Ext Cab
Loaded with extras 350
auto $8000 obo
759-1070

FENCING

Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales.
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite.
500 N 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

Midway Fence Company
Chain link, custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Insured
Dicke Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal. stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
GRAVEL & top soil for sale
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted No Job too small
Give us a call Yes we paint
houses Phone
436-5759 or 753-2388
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-877-902-5262
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
PIANO Tuning. repair &
restoration Qualified references available Jimmy
Slack 270-437-4432

AFFORDABLE Hauling
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867
1997 CHEVY Z-71 Ext.
ALL Carpentry Service
Cab 4x4 Silverado. fully
From Foundation to
loaded, white tan leather,
Finish
local truck Garage kept
18Yrs experience
58,xxx miles $20.900
New Construction •
759-4166
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work AGC
Campers
Certified
435-4272
35FT T T with tipout &
porch. ALL
Carpentry,
screened
Underpinned. 8x8 utility Electrical. Home building,
remodeling
additions,
shed on KY Lake S17.000
in Cypress Bay Call 436- Rotten floors, sagging
roofs Home & Mobile
5487.
siding
vinyl
repair.
Home,
Motor
Arrow
TIOGA
Larry
90 Chevy Chassis 23 5tt, References Call
self contained, generator, Nimmo
remodeled, full length 753-9372. 753-0353
awning Tub/shower. new
Asphalt Seal Coating.
tires, excellent shape
Travis Asphalt
60.000 miles $12,950
Sealing
753-3272
•Driveways

•Parking lots
*Striping
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
1980 MODEL Ozark 16', 5
deck 75hp motor with trailBACKHOE SERVICE
er & electric wench $450
ROY HILL Septic system.
firm Call
drive-ways, hauling, foun753-7522
dations, etc. 436-2113
1988 CHEETAH 1912. ft
CARPORTS for cars and
V-6 Merc- Inboard Motor
trucks. Special sizes for
Excellent condition Call motor home, boats. RVs
753-9237
and etc Excellent protec"99" CHAMPION "Mean tion, high quality, excellent
16" 90hp Merc very clean. value Roy Hill 436-2113
hours.
low
very
Cecil McLeod's
Tournament readyl Priced
Lawnmower Repair.
to sell' 573-718-6257
753-9814
1988 GLASTRON 16. Ski
CONCRETE Finishing
Boat 115hp. Mercury. Very
.Driveways
good condition $2800 Call
*Patios
759-1042 after 4p m
*Sidewalks
*Free estimates
1997 SYLVAN 16 pro
435-4619
select aluminum V hull
60hp Evinrude, trolling
Creative Endeavors
motor depth finders and
Construction
cover Great condition
Framing, concrete siding
$8,950 Call Bobby 270- installation, remodeling
270-759-3877
354-9500

Services Offered
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates

I

Say

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188

BURLINGTON, Ky. (AP)
The winner of a $13.9 million lottery prize didn't score points with
a judge when he made his latest
court appearance dressed in a black
tank top. knee-length black shorts
and sandals.
You look like you're dressed
for the beach, and not for court,"
Circuit Judge Joseph Bamberger
told Mack Metcalf at a hearing
Tuesday in which Bamberger
approved a plan to pay off Metcalf's child support debt.
Bamberger said new clothes
might present a financial hardship
for many people who have criminal problems in his court. But,
he told Metcalf: "I understand
that's not your case."
Metcalf, a former forklift operator, will avoid spending any time
in jail on the 1991 felony charge
of failure to pay child support if
he follows through on his promise to not fall behind in future
payments.
Bamberger approved an agreement Metcalf and his attorney
reached with state prosecutors. If
Metcalf continues to pay support
for his now 15-year-old daughter,
the charge eventually will he
dropped.
Metcalf. 42, of Florence, currently pays $50 per week. He was
indicted on a charge that he had
failed to pay for at least six months.
After he missed a court appearance, a warrant was issued for his
arrest.
He was never arrested. The case
languished until publicity about
his winnings alerted authorities in
northern Kentucky, where the
divorce and child-support payments
originated.
Circuit Judge Patricia Summe
has frozen nearly $900,000 of Metcalf's lottery winnings to pay past
and future child support. She has
scheduled a hearing for next month
to determine how much Metcalf
should pay the girl now that his
financial situation has changed.

DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
270-435-4645.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Gerald
Experience
Walters 753-2592

ELECTRICAL
New construction
remodeling, or just replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

Free C.oiumn

Services Offered

10
NEED
SOME EXTRA
SPACE?
Place an ad with...
MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

ADAM'S Home
Improvements
Remodeling, Repairs
Painting, Decks
No job too small
437-3192

D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
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HOROSCOPES

Month
41/2
‘'IRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22)
FREE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
Chocolate Lab 753-7078
* ** Listen carefully to a friend You
might be doing too much talking and not
FREE 5 Lab Mix Puppies
listening Stay focused on the
enough
753-7078
matter at hand, even though it might be
FREE. Dog to good home HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Fnday. Aug
easy to get distracted Make calls and
German Shepherd) Lab'-15. 2000
Mix Male. 11 ,2 years old You display unusual acumen and wit this reach out to fnends Network and make
All shots current Good year Others often seek you out for solu- waves where it counts Tonight Join
with children & other pets. tions. feedback or just to talk You have your friends
the gift Emphasize what you want and LIBRA (Sept. 21-Oct 22)
437-3038
FREE Puppies. all black. focus on getting there Come spnng *** Others look to you for decisions
All female, mother is bird 2001. you know you are on the winning and actions. Your inner voice directs you
trail Network, and you'll gain profes- in a conscious or unconscious manner
dog Father is Lab Call
492-8814
sionally Socialize, and, if single, you'll Take a walk if you need to mellow out

Father accused of
abusing children

AKRON, Ohio (AP) — The
father of five home-schooled children with a knack for doing well
in spelling bees was accused of
abusing them when they lost, threatening to kill one daughter who
came in second in the 1995 national bee.
Thomas Lavery was indicted
ROOF LEAKING'
Tuesday on eight felony counts
Call a professional
and one misdemeanor count of
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
endangering children. Lavery. 56,
270-435-4645
is free on $2,500 bond pending
SUREWAY
his arraignment Friday.
TREE SERVICE
Prosecutors allege that Lavery
Stump Removal
to kill Marjory Lavery,
threatened
Insured with full line of
when she lost in the final
18,
now
equipment
round of the 1995 contest in WashFree estimates
ington. She told police that her
753-5484
mother and other family members
TUCKER LAWN CARE
to physically restrain Lavery
had
SERVICES
Mowing. trimming, leaf & after she misspelled "cappelletti"
clipping removal. dethatch- — a kind of pasta — and came
mg, aeration. overseeding in second. She was 13 at the time.
bed
fertilization,
&
Lavery also allegedly refused
mulching. Free Estimates
to let his daughter Kathleen, now
759-9609
14, eat, sleep or use the bathroom
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
when she finished second in a
Decks, Home Additions,
local spelling bee earlier this year,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding, according to court documents. KathGarages. Carports, Pole
leen is receiving post-traumatic
Barns, Metal Buildings.
stress counseling and has been
Fencing Hardwood Floors
home, authori&
Installed
Finished. placed in a foster
Quality
Workmanship. ties said.
In another incident, Lavery is
Affordable
Rates.
Licensed.
accused of forcing one of his
753-7860 753-9308
daughters to disrobe so ice could

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

Lottery winner
makes court
appearance

Services Offered
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be applied to her body to ward
off any bruises from a beating.
Another time, when a daughter
failed to meet Lavery's expectations, a soda can was smashed
against her head, prosecutors said.
In 1995, Lavery fought with
the Akron Public Schools over the
system's demands that he register
his children. State law requires
registration of children, even those
taught at home. After a judge
ordered Lavery to register his children — and he refused to obey
— he was sentenced to 30 days
in jail.
"I don't want to tell people

how to raise their kids. There's
all kinds of philosophies and 1
don't want to interfere, but there
comes a time when a parent crosses the line, and Mr. Lavery crossed
that line," county Prosecutor
Michael Callahan said Tuesday.
Lavery's attorney, Peter Cahoon,
declined to comment, saying he
wanted to meet with Lavery and
review the allegations.
The Lavery children began garnering local attention in the early
1990s with their successes at competitions. Marjory and one of her
brothers made it to the nationals,
and others did well in local or
regional spelling bees. One son
was set to compete next month
in a world Lego building contest.

Get To School On Time..
and Arrive Safely!
•New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
,Excellent Warranties
'
.Free Balancing With Tire Purchase
eilti Accepted

Warehouse Tire

meet someone VCry important If
attached, the two of you make quite a
team Opt to do even more together Your
happiness increases as a result
CANCER cheers you on

and think. Clear out excess work as
quickly as possible Work on office relationships Schedule a lunch. Tonight
Leader of the gang.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Let your mind drift, especialThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll ly if confronting an issue that might not
4-Positive; have an easy answer Use your creativity
5-Dynamic;
Have:
3-Average. 2-So-so, I -Difficult
and stay resolute in finding an answer.
Fnends seek you out and have many sugARIES (March 21-April 19)
gestions. Juggle your personal life care**** Put your best effort forward at fully. You don't want an angry boss.
home. You mean well, even though. at Tonight. Take off ASAP
times, you have difficulty expressing SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
your intentions. Be clear and discuss the **** You breeze through problems
impact of a variation in your work pat- because you are willing to seek others
tern. 'Though it is your work, others feel out. Go to the experts Listen to a boss.
the difference. Tonight: Get a project This person knows what is expected
done
here. Make a point of relating on a oneTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
on-one level. A dream gives you direc***** You have the right answer to tion. Instincts kick in. Tonight. A night
any question. Mix charm with wit. and for two.
you'll get stellar results. Be sensitive to a CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
loved one or child. Honor a request for ***** Others take action. It is for
more time. If you can plan to leave work you to say yes or no. A call explonng
early, do so — after all, summer ends information and seeking out a different
perspective allows you to explore
soon. As a result, you make others happy
Tonight: Visit with a fnend.
options. Be open right now. Don't make
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
decisions on your own. Receive instru**** Curb spending. even if you can mental feedback. Tonight: Out with
justify an expense. Establish a stncter fnends.
budget, with an eye to possibilities. AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Question what you can do to make **** Dig into work, even though you
another feel more comfortable. A room- could easily be overwhelmed by what is
mate or family member makes a request, on your desk. You make new piles of.
though it might be more of a plea! paperwork out of old piles. Discuss a
Tonight: Order in.
problem with a partner or associate. You
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
get answers when you work as a team.
***** Your sunny personality illu- Understand another's concerns. Tonight:
minates your office and immediate circle Don't make plans. Relax.
of fnends. Make calls and reach out for PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20)
others. Business-related inquiries prove ***** Your mind drifts from work
to be successful with your added charm. to more enjoyable matters. Concentrate
Before you start flirting, question where as best you can at work. You do want to
you want this relationship to go Tonight: get out of the office eventually. Inspire
ingenuity in others as well as yourself.
Don't hesitate — ask.
Others reveal their true feelings. Listen
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Money matters weigh on your carefully. Tonight! Begin your weekend.
mind. You juggle facts and figures, finally.
attempting to find a resolution. Take your
time and don't feel pressured by circum- BORN TODAY
stances or others. Lighten up and don't Actor Sean Connery (1930), musician
take another so seriously. Concentrate on Elvis Costello (1954). wnter Fredenck
Forsyth (1938)
one issue at a time. Tonight: Chill out
•

FOR ALL YOUR COMMUNITY
NEWS, CALL THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Let Wholesale Electric LIGHT up your home with Kichler® Lighting

44,

K IC HL ER

KATHY HENSON
Lighting Specialist

HOLESALE

LECTRIC
SUPPLY

208 EAST MAIN ST.• MURRAY
(270) 753-8194
IP

When you buy at Wholesale Electric...You'll LOVE our service!
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DR. GOTT
By Peter HI. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In a recent col
umn, you stated that pills that traverse the intestinal tract unchanged
in appearance are probably useless,
I'd like to enlighten you about a product that breaks the rules: Procardia
XL.
Of course, you are right on the mark
for medications in general; however,
Procardia is different. I know because
I take it.
The Procardia medication, a calcium-channel blocker, is encased in the
capsule in a unique form. As the pill
travels through the intestine, the
medicine is slowly expelled through a
tiny hole in the capsule itself, thereby
releasing small amounts of the drug
over several hours. Then the pill-covering — known among its users as a
"ghost pill" — is excreted. This empty
container can alarm its users, but it is
perfectly normal. Perhaps this is what
your reader was experiencing.
DEAR READER: Thank you for
responding to the column. It never
occurred to me that the reader had
been prescribed Procardia XL; rather,
assumed — incorrectly, perhaps —
that he was receiving routine medication in standard form. In such an
instance, passage of the pills in the
stool is unnerving and should be investigated. On the other hand, patients
taking Procardia XL do pass "ghost
pills," as you described. I appreciate
your writing to clarify this issue.
DEAR DR. GOTT: For years, I have
suffered from the gas, bloating and
constipation of irritable colon. Am I
correct that a new medication is available to treat this nuisance?
DEAR READER: Yes, there is.
Alosetron (Lotronex by Glaxo
Wellcome) is a new drug that holds
promise for those millions of people
with irritable bowel syndrome. IBS is
not a hazard to health but — as you
point out — is a nuisance to those who

Creating a
Mew Century

Wre

°f Savings
Do you have old Savings Bonds?
Check out the Savings Bond Calculator
at www.savingsbonds.gov to discover
their value. 1-800-4U5 BOND
. ,
A pub'', sen Ile 01 this newspaper

DEAR ABBY

suffer its consequences: diarrhea or
constipation with gas and bloating
often as a consequence of stress. The
medication may relieve symptoms
and is generally well-tolerated,
although it often causes severe constipation, which, in your case, may make
its use inappropriate. Moreover,it can
lead to a serious condition, called
ischemic colitis, that is dangerous. To
date, studies indicate that it is not
superior to conventional treatment,
such as increased dietary fiber. At
this point, I advise patients to avoid
Lotronex until doctors have more
experience with its use. To give you
related information, I am sending you
a copy of my Health Report "Irritable
Bowel Syndrome." Other readers who
would like a copy should send $2 plus
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Since suffering a
stroke, I've been confined to a wheelchair. On several occasions, I've fallen

while attempting to reach the bathroom. My doctor believes this is low
blood pressure. What can I do to prevent this?
DEAR READER: I assume from
your question that the stroke left you
handicapped and confined to a wheelchair because of leg weakness. Under
these circumstances, you should not
attempt to transfer from wheelchair
to toilet without help. As time passes
and your rehabilitation continues,
your strength may improve. But, for
now, you need help in transferring. Be
patient and work hard with your
health professionals to regain your
independence.
Patients often have low blood pressure after a stroke. In my experience,
however, this usually does not hamper activity or recovery. Don't try to
do more than you're capable of
DEAR TRANSGENDERED:
accomplishing. A fall could result in a You are not a mistake. Followed
serious injury that would prolong your to its logical conclusion, your
convalescence. You don't need that.
father's attitude would make
Copyright 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
the entire medical profession
unnecessary. Transsexualism is
inborn. Children as young as 3
DR. GOTT
have insisted that their true
gender is not their birth gender. I congratulate you for
PETER
being honest about who you
are, knowing it might be diffiGOTT, M.D. cult
for some people to understand. I also applaud those family members who support you.
The usual gender transition
involves a period of psychotherapy to consider all of the ramifi-

lk 1 L2Ser
13

DEAR ABBY: I have recently
"come out" to my family for who I
really am — a transsexual. I have
felt this way as long as I can
remember. At 26, I could no longer
hide myself and, after seeing a therapist, I have begun the process of
iIianging my gender. Some memers of my family support me. However, my father and grandparents
are staunchly against this. They say
they will not accept it because to do
so would be to admit that God
makes mistakes.
Abby, I am not a "mistake," and
neither are others like me. I have
had tests, and they confirm that
this is genetic. In no way do I think
that God makes mistakes. God
made me this way, and I must deal
with it in the way that makes me
happiest. Since I have come out, I
have been happier than I have ever
been, and I plan to finish my transition over the next few years.
Every move I have made on this
journey has been considerate of
those around me,changing gradually rather than shocking them by
completely altering my appearance
overnight.
Could you please help me educate my family and others who
know so little about what the transgendered community goes through?
We struggle to lead normal lives
and try to be productive in society.
We are teachers, lawyers, doctors
and office workers. As few as we
are, we are not mistakes as my
father claims. Still, we face prejudice on a daily basis. We need our
families to stand behind us as we
make our way through this challenging journey. Please, Abby, help
educate people to see that we are
just like them.
TRANSGENDERED IN CHICAGO
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ftN DAUGHTER SHOULD
BE LIVING MTH ICK4 HANDME- DOWNS, DESPERATE FOR,
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LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Kentucky National Guard Units
are ready, willing and able to enter
active duty during the call-up of
military units for the Middle East
Crisis, according to Adjutant Gen.
Michael Davidson; but the 150-person 614th Military Police Company
has not been given any orders.
"We're just waiting," said Sgt. First
Class Dennis Smith. Readiness
NCO of Kentucky Army National
Guard on Highway 121 North,
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hugh Palmer will be married 50 years Aug.
24.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of crews
laying the four-lane surface of U.S.
Highway 641 near Murray. Bob
Hodges. district engineer for the
Kentucky Bureau of Highways,
said the road should be completed
by December.
Becky Jane Thornton and Robert F. Brown were married recently
at First Baptist Church, Murray.
Fred Sheppard presented the
plaque to Mary Alford Park and
Sandy McGinty as winners of the
first Betty Sheppard Memorial Ladies Golf Tournament played at
Oaks Country Club.
Thirty years ago
Specialist Fourth Class Wallace
B. Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ira
B. Taylor of Hazel, is serving with
the United States Army in Long
Binh, Vietnam.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Knight and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lovett,
Aug. 18; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

cations, followed by hormonal
therapy, and then living full- time in the new gender for at
least a year before seeking sexual reassignment surgery.
This is not an easy process
for the transsexual person, nor
for the family. Parents often
experience many of the same
emotions that occur in the grief
process — shock, anger, denial,
guilt, sadness, and finally
acceptance. Learning to use the
new name is difficult; new pronouns are even harder. All of
this takes time and commitment, but is a necessary part of
the process.
Loving parents who want
their child to be happy must
learn to be accepting. 'Iany
transsexuals live very s cessfully in their new gend. , and
claim they are truly happy for
the first time in their lives.
Many families are proud of
their "new" sons and daughters
and report their relationships
have vastly improved since
their child's transition.
I would urge any family in
this situation to contact PFLAG
(Parents, Families and Friends
of Lesbians and Gays). They
have many resources available
for transgendered people and
their families. Their mailing
address is: PFLAG, 1726 M
Street, NW, Washington, DC
20036 and the Web address is
www.pflag.org.
**

For everything you need to know
about wedding planning, order "How to
Have a Lovely Wedding." Send a business-sized, self-addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for $3.95 ($4.50 in
Canada)to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 81054°447.(Postage is included.)

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Bridge Is a Logical Game
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4 10 7 4
852
•K 1063
+742
WEST
EAST
+86
4J 95 32
V Q 73
6
•9 7 4 2
•QJ 85
+QJ 108
+963
SOUTH
+AKQ
VAKJ 1094
•A
4AK 5
The bidding:
South
West
North East
2 41.*
Pass
2 ***
Pass
2V
Pass
3V
Pass
6
*strong, artificial
**negative
Opening lead — queen ofclubs.
Bridge is basically a logical
game. True, you have streaks of
good or bad luck from time to time
— depending mostly on the good or
bad cards you and your partner
hold—butin the long run the luck
evens out, and the ability to reason well becomes the decisive factor.
Here is a good example of
sound reasoning in both the bidding and play.South bids six hearts
practically single-handed, even
though he realizes that his part-

ner might hold a worthless hand
and the slam will go down one.
Yet South should assume that
he is a strong favorite to make the
slam, as there are many more
hands North can have that will
produce 12 tricks than there are
that will produce only 11 tricks.
Forexample,North might have
either the queen ofhearts or queen
of clubs, or a singleton or doubleton club, or four or five low hearts
— and South would surely want to
be in a slam in all those cases. He
therefore bids the slam, even
though he would not bet the family
homestead on making it.
South also plays the hand
with equal assurance. He wins the
club lead with the king and plays
the ace of trumps, both defenders
following low. This brings South to
the critical point ofthe play,and he
comes through with flying colors.
He does not make the mistake of
continuing with the king oftrumps.
If he did that, he would go down
one,eventually losing atrump trick
and a club.
Instead, at trick three South
cashes the ace of diamonds and
then leads thejack oftrumps! This
unusual play guarantees the contract. West can do no better than
win the jack of hearts with the
queen,which establishes dummy's
eight as an entry, and declarer
later discards his club loser on the
king ofdiamonds to make the slam.
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1 One (Italian)
4 Ms. Russo,
et al.
9 Hgt.
12 Edgar A:13 Toward the
left
14 Roman 502
15 A season, for
short
16 — and
pieces
17 Made fabric
18 In readiness
(2 wds.)
20 Roman six
21 Odin's
brother
23 Scottish nver
24 NFL team
28 Sorrel
30 Band
instrument
(2 wds.)
32 Take — —
the limit
34 Container
35 Jane Austen
title
36 One who
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9 Trouble
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Gentlemen,

Enclosed is the
manuscript of my new
novel.

In the meantime,please
send me some moneyso
I can live it up.

43

d
I.

47
54

In 1992, Hurricane "Andrew"
smashed into Florida.
Ten years ago: Iraqi troops surrounded foreign missions in Kuwait. Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev sent a message to Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein warning
the Persian Gulf situation was "extremely dangerous." Irish hostage
Brian Keenan was released by his
captors in Lebanon after being held
more than four years.
Five years ago: China expelled
Chinese-American human rights
activist Harry Wu, hours after convicting him of spying. Microsoft
Corporation began selling its highly
publicized Windows 95 personal
computer software.
One year ago: The Federal Reserve raised borrowing costs for
millions of Americans, increasing
its target for the federal funds rate
by a quarter point to 5.25 percent,
and hiking the discount rate a quarter point to 4.75 percent.

Local

5 Earthquake's
focal point
6 Eminence
7 Bitter vetch

1 — and
downs
2 Alphabet
sequence
3 — Saarinen
4 Mad dog's
disease

12

21

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 24, the
237th day of 2000. There are 129
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 24, 1814, British forces
invaded Washington, setting fire to
the Capitol and the White House.
On this date:
In 1932, Amelia Earhart became
the first woman to fly nonstop
across the United States, traveling
from Los Angeles to Newark, N.J.,
in just over 19 hours.
In 1949, the North Atlantic
Treaty went into effect.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
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TODAY IN HIST61
71-in

Answer to Previous Puzzle

bronze
40 Click beetle
41 Encountered
43 Between Vt.
and Me.
44 Babylonian
deity
45 Stitched
47 German title
50 Eat
51 Tease
54 Boxing great
55 Men
56 Scoreboard
reading
57 "0 Sole —"
58 Gloomy
feeling
59 No —
intended

1

(:)

Aug. 20 at Paris Landing State Park
Inn. Dr. Clegg Austin, class president, presided.
Fifty years ago
A lot at the corner of North
Third and Walnut Streets, owned
by the city of Murray, will be sold
at auction Aug. 25 at I p.m. at the
City Hall. The lot has been used in
the past for a swapping or trading
ring on Mule Day, fourth Monday
in March.
Dr. C.S. Lowry, professor at
Murray State College, spoke about
-Communist Situation in the
World" at a meeting of the Murray
Lions Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Births reported include twin
girls to Mr. and Mrs. Goble Canady, Aug. 19; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Foutch, Aug. 20.

raises cows
39 Roman

ACROSS

:A t+v,..erC

David Hal Paschall, Aug. 19; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Bud Raspberry,
Aug. 20.
Patricia Ann Wiggins and John
Paul Nesbitt were married July 25
at Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church.
Forty years ago
Members of Murray College
High School Chapter of Future
Farmers of America scored six of
eight first place awards in the District FFA Dairy Show. First places
went to Charles Eldridge Jr.. Danny
Kemp, Bobby Meador, Walter Lee
Steely and Ernie Rob Bailey.
Births reported include a girl to
Pfc. Gene and Sara King. Aug. 17.
Murray High School Class of
1950 had its 10-year reunion on

50
55

a I

57

17 Playwright
Oscar —
19 Between MT
and MN
20 Contend
21 Give
expression to
22 Outer
24 Decorations
25 Ms. Bombeck
26 Cow's
stomach
27 Shatter
29 Leaf-cutting
ant
31 Direct
33 Aquatic
mammal
37 Meadow
38 Most recent
42 "— Deum"
45 Produce
musical
sounds with
the voice
46 Let fall
47 Type of meat
48 Yalie
49 — Grande
50 Family room
52 Debt note, for
short
53 — vivant
55 Southern St.
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RATES
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Lady Lakers get new start

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo

PRIDE OF THE STORM...Murray High School freshmen Kyle Erwin and Blake Hoover
and Calloway County High School freshman Tyler Boggess (from left) display the
awards they received during their two years with the Paducah Storm baseball team.

Locals wrap up Storm careers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & limes
Three local baseball players completed their
two-year careers with the Paducah Storm, compiling a 120-44 record during that span and winning back-to-back titles at the nationally recognized Paducah Tournament of Champions.
Calloway County freshman Tyler Boggess, a
first baseman and pitcher, joined Murray High
freshman Kyle Erwin, a middle infielder and outfielder, and MHS classmate Blake Hoover, a right
fielder and pitcher, on one of the most successful teams in the history of the Storm proeram,
qualifying for more major tournaments than any
other Storm squad.

This past season, the Storm went 64-16, placing in every tournament they entered with the
exception of one, winning four.
The Storm also collected three runner-up finishes, including a second-place effort at the National SuperSeries Championship in St. Louis, as well
as seventh place in the National USSSA World
Series in Detroit.
In 1999, the Storm went 56-28 and won every
regular-season tournament they competed in except
for the Cocoa Beach (Fla.) Invitational, where the
13-year-old club finished third among I4-year-old
teams.
The Storm ended the campaign with a runnerup performance at the National AAYBA World Series.
_

CCHS golf
places third
in Mayfield

•
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD — Both the girls'
and boys' squads from Calloway
County High School finished third
in golf action Wednesday afternoon at the Mayfield Country
Club.
The Lady Lakers finished third
behind Mayfield and Graves County in the girls' competition. Jenny
Gingles led Calloway with a 57
while Whitney Hendon and Amanda D'Angelo each shot a 60.
Kaysin Hutching followed with a
61.
In boys' play, the Lakers finished behind Mayfield and Graves
County with a team total of 175.
The Cardinals won the match with
a 150 while the Eagles posted a
161 for second place.
Chase Wallace led the entire
field with a 37. Josh Burks was
second on the Lakers with a 42
while Jeremy Bolls and John Lee
Fisher each shot a 48.
Weather permitting, both Calloway squads were to return to
the links today at Miller Golf
Course, where they would face
Murray, Marshall County and University Heights Academy at 4:30
p.m.
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored

By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STATISTICAL LEADERS
National League
BATTING—Helton, Colorado, .393; Hammonds, Colorado, .357; LCastillo, Florida.
.355; Vidro. Montreal, .343; Kent, San Francisco, .343; 2 tied at .342.
HOME
RUNS—SSosa. Chicago, 43;
Sheffield, Los Angeles, 40; Bagwell, Houston, 39; Bonds, San Francisco, 38; Griffey
Jr, Cincinnati, 35; Edmonds, St. Louis, 34;
2 tied with 32.
RBI—SSosa, Chicago, 116; Helton, Colorado, 110; Giles, Pittsburgh, 105; Kent,
San Francisco, 105; Bagwell, Houston, 105;
Griffey Jr, Cincinnati, 105; 2 tied with 100.

American League
BATTING—Garciaparra, Boston, .369; CDelgado, Toronto, .366; Erstad. Anaheim, .357:
'Rodriguez, Texas, .347; EMartinez, Seattle, .344; Thomas, Chicago, .341.
HOME RUNS—CDelgado, Toronto, 38;
Thomas, Chicago, 38; Glaus. Anaheim, 36;
TBatista, Toronto. 36; Justice, New York,
34; RPalmeiro, Texas, 32; 4 tied with 31.
RBI—EMartinez, Seattle, 121; Thomas,
Chicago, 119; CDelgado, Toronto. 115.
MJSweeney, Kansas City, 111; BeWilliams,
New York, 107; MOrdonez, Chicago, 106;
2 tied with 102
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VICTORY PARTY...Austin Edwards, 4, and father David
Edwards of Murray congratulate former Murray State football player Anthony Hutch, an offensive and defensive
lineman for the Iowa Barnstormers, after the Barnstormers' 56-31 Arena Football League win over the Nashville
Kats June 30 in Nashville, Tenn.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Calloway Little League football signups set
Calloway County will host signups for Little League Football Saturday from
8-10 a.m. at the Little League fieldhouse. A free clinic for all Little League
players will be held from 10 a.m.-noon at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex.

KIDS
FOOTBALL CLINIC
Hosted by

Murray State University Players
Date:
Time:
Location:

Sells and Haley Lynn.
"Basically, what we're going to
try to do is slow the ball down
2000 Girls' Soccer
and build up our game from
Aug. 26
at Lyon Co.
5:30
behind," Short claimed.
Aug. 29
at fteidland
7
"Each individual player on this
Aug. 31
at Marshall
5:30
team is going to have to step up
Sept 5
at Lone Oak
7:30
for us to be successful. There's
Sept 9
MAYFIELD
11
no standout player on our team.
Sept 12
GRAVES
7
We'll have to be consistent —
Sept 16 FT. CAMPBELL 2:30
nobody will be able to sit back
Sept 19
at Murray
7
and allow someone else to do the
Sept 21
at Mayfield
5
job."
Sept 23
APOLLO
3:30
While the Lady Lakers have
Sept 26 MARSHALL
5:30
had a to adjust to a new coach,
Sept 30 TILGHMAN
2:30
Short is also getting acquainted with
Oct 5
CRITTENDEN
7
west Kentucky soccer.
Oct 7
CHRISTIAN
12:30
"It's been somewhat difficult
Oct 10
MURRAY
5:30
for me because I don't know much
Oct 12
at Graves
6
about the teams we play," he
explained. "But I'm trying to do
Home games in ALL CAPS
as much scouting as I can. The
playing time on the offensive line first few games will be interestwill be juniors Deanna Dycus, ing for us."
Amberly Paschall and Tai Orten
CCHS begins its 2000 slate Satand sophomore Stephanie Gorrell. urday, traveling to Lyon County
The defensive front will likely for a 5:30 p.m. match. The Lady
feature Johnson and juniors Megan Lakers' first home contest is Sept.
Miller, Casey Cornelison, Christy 9 against Mayfield.

Calloway County

^ —

ill
.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
For the Calloway County Lady
Laker soccer team, the 2000 season will signal a return to fundamentals.
After an 8-9 campaign under
Mark Kennedy II in 1999, the
Lady Lakers will start over under
new head coach Dean Short, who
succeeded Kennedy earlier this year.
"My goal for them is to understand the concept of team soccer,
regardless of the outcome," said
Short, who will be assisted this
season by Kristi Provine, Mike
Smith and Mark Dycus.
"Obviously, we want to win
games. But, at the same time, we
want to build up a good understanding of the game ... I'm optimistic that we'll have a wjnning
season," he added.
Calloway lost four seniors from
last year's squad, which lost to
rival Murray High 4-1 in the Second District tournament. Chief
among those loses was All-Region
selection Brooke Lencki — the
team's leading scorer.
However, the Lady Lakers
should receive plenty of senior leadership from goalkeeper Teresa
Dycus and Angela Johnson, who
will serve as team captains for
the 2000 season. Tiffany Rogers
and Ashley Noffsinger are the other
two seniors on the squad.
"We should have a lot of leadership on this team," Short noted.
"We just have to implement the
talent that we have into the right
spots. And I think this group has
responded pretty well to that."
Not only are the Lady Lakers
adjusting to a new philosophy,
they're also exploring new facets
of their games.
"We're developing a new style
of play," Short said. "One of things
we're working on doing is moving some people around. Because
of the skill levels, it's more appropriate to play some girls at positions they've never played before."
Expected to see the bulk of the

Saturday, Aug. 26th
4:30 p.m. til 5:15 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium

For More Information Call 762-6800
Ages K thru 8th Grade
All kids in attendance will receive a ticket to Thursday's game

Hometown
CREDIT
Carol Downey and Jennifer Tidwell
proudly announce the opening of our
newest office. The branch is conveniently located in Bel-Air Center at 942
South 12th St. in Murray, Ky.
Carol is the branch manager and
Jennifer is our assistant manager.
Carol has 10 years experience and
can help you with all your financial
needs. Carol and Jennifer invite all of
their friends to visit them at Hometown
today, or call at 270-753-0735. Let
them help you with our famous
Hometown service.
Jennifer Tidwell and Carol Downey

We specialize in the following lending service:

•Personal Loans for any need
•Consolidation Loans
•Home Equity Loans
•New Furniture and Appliance Purchases
•Auto Financing

Hometown
CREDIT
South 12th St • Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY 42071

Phone 270-753-0735
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
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Maddux restores order;
Pi
ck
s
co
lumn returns
pitches Braves to win
By The Associated Press
Order was restored at Coors
Field. The Atlanta Braves beat the
Colorado Rockies, and Greg Maddux needed only 68 pitches to
win.
A day after Brent Mayne, normally a catcher, beat the Braves
by pitching a shutout inning, the
efficient Maddux worked seven
strong innings as Atlanta beat Colorado 5-2 Wednesday.
The Braves, who won the first
16 games they played against the
Rockies, recovered from their
embarrassment to defeat Colorado
for the 54th time in 82 games.
"We had to bounce back. We
let a catcher beat us, and we
thought about that one hard," said
Brian Jordan, who hit a three-run
homer to give the Braves a 4-0
lead in the sixth. "We came back
with Maddux pitching a great game,
and we got him some big hits at
the right time."
In other NL games, it was San
Francisco 5, Florida 0; Chicago
IS, Houston 5; Philadelphia 4,
Cincinnati 3; St. Louis 5, Pittsburgh 2; Los Angeles 5, Montreal 1; the New York Mets 4, San
Diego 1; and Milwaukee 8, Arizona 5.
Maddux (14-7) won for just the
second time in seven starts and
needed no more than 13 pitches
in any inning. The game lasted
only 2 hours and 22 minutes compared to the 12-inning contest
Tuesday night that took 4:26.
"That's Maddux," said Colorado's Todd Helton, who went
0-for-4, dropping his major leagueleading average to .393. "What do
you expect'? No matter where that
guy pitches, he's going to throw
a good game."
The Atlanta right-hander left
with a stiff neck after allowing
two runs and seven hits.

as season cranks up

EFFICIENT WIN.. Greg Maddux needed only 68 pitches
to
earn his 14th win of the season, lifting the Braves to a 52 victory over Colorado Wednesday.
"It bothered me a lot," Maddux said. -It got worse as the
game went on. I was lucky I lasted as long as I did."
Mike Remlinger pitched two perfect innings for his 12th save.
After being shut out in three
of Maddux's six previous starts,
the Braves gave him some support against Brian Rose (4-7), who
allowed four runs in seven innings.
Phillies 4, Reds 3
Mike Lieberthal's eighth-inning
homer started a rally from a 3-1
deficit as Philadelphia won at
Cincinnati.
Chris Brock (7-6) retired his only
batter. and Vicente Padilla got two
outs for his first career save.
Cubs 15, Astros 5

Ruben Quevedo (2-5) took a
no-hit bid into the sixth inning
before Julio Lugo's three-run homer
at Enron Field.
Quevedo (2-5), making his
eighth major league start, allowed
five runs — three earned — and
four hits in eight innings as Chicago stopped a three-game losing
streak.
Cardinals 5, Pirates 2
Rick Ankiel (8-7) won for the
second time in 11 starts, allowing
two runs and six hits in seven
innings at home.
Dave Veres got four outs for
his 22nd save.
Jim Edmonds homered for the
second time in three games, hitting his 34th off Todd Ritchie.

DIRECT TV
EXCHANGE
Exchange your Direct TV
Bill for a

OUR MURRAY
LOCATION
Is Now
UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT.

SERVICE/
MAINTENANCE
AGREEMENT
AVAILABLE
S24.00/YEAR

FREE

d sh
\ F. I 1%

Amu WIN& Jou lila *mu JO?

DISH 500
SATELLITE SYSTEM
PLUS

BASIC PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLATION

DISH 500 Satellue TV System
(MSRP S199)

Simply bring in your direct tv bill, have a valid
credit card and subscribe to one year of
America's Top 100 CD Programming, plus
enough programming to total $39.98/month.

1801 Bell Ave./Paris, Tn 38242
(901)642-4077/877-726-4077 Toll Free

This week's football picks
Scott Nanney

Mike Ohstrom

Will Aubrey
Guest picker

Graves at Calloway

Calloway

Calloway

Calloway

Marshall at Mayfield

Mayfield

Mayfield

Mayfield

Fulton Co. at Union City (Tenn.)
Fulton City at Greenfield (Tenn.)
Trigg Co. at Caldwell

Union City

Union City

Union City

Fulton City

Fulton City

Greenfield

Caldwell

Trigg Co.

Crittenden Co. at Heath
Hopkins Central at Madisonville

Heath

Heath

Trigg Co.
Heath

Madisonville

Madisonville

Madisonville

Muhlenberg N. at Muhlenberg S.
Franklin-Simpson at Russellville

Muhlenberg S.

M'berg S.

M'berg. S.

Russellville

Fr.-Simp.

Fr.-Simp.

Ballard Mem_ at S. Fulton (Tenn.)
Webster Co. at Union Co.

Ballard

Ballard

S. Fulton

Union Co.

Union Co.

Union Co.

Tilghman at Christian Co.

Tilghman

Tilghman

Tilghman

Last week:

0-0

0-0

0-0

Season:

0-0

0-0

0-0

GOOD LUCK RACERS!!!

FREE

500 North 4th Sheet/Murray, Ky 42071
(270)759-0901 / 877-455-0901 Toll Free

It's that time of year again!
Madisonville opened last week
Time for the picks wizards to
against Paducah Tilghman's bigonce again dazzle and amaze you
SCOTT play attack, and paid the price
with their vast knowledge of all
with a loss. But don't look for
1
1
11111111
t
NANN
EY the
that is football in western Kensame out of Hopkins Centucky and beyond.
tral...Maroons.
Yeah, right. Let's just cut the
SPORTS
M'berg N. at M'berg S.
crap and admit that we don't
Let
me be honest for a secEDIT
OR
know near as much as we think
ond and say that I know absolutewe do - last year was good evily nothing about either one of
dence of that.
these
teams, except that Muhchange
do
they.
However, we will do the best
lenberg
North is in Calloway's disHoweve
r,
let's
not
forget
the
we can to provide you insight
trict - and the fact that they were
Marshal
s,
whose
history
isn't
too
on each week's games.
a bad football team last year.
Joining our esteemed picks shabby either. This should be a
That's enough for me...Muhlengood
one.
But,
rememb
er,
speed
crew this year is my new partberg South.
ner-in-crime. Ledger assistant kills. And guess who has the
Franklin-Simpson at
speed..
Cardin
als.
Mike Ohstrom. And the first
Russellville
member of our exclusive guest
Fulton Co. at Union City
Word has it that Russellville
- er, sucker - panel is Murray
Union City is a Class 2A pow- should
be a force in Class A
Sports.com Director Will Aubrey. erhouse in Tennessee, and Fulthis season. I don't know too
We'll be with you for approx- ton County should be awful this
much about Franklin-Simpson,but
imately 10 weeks. So hop aboard year. Enough said.. Golden TorI don't think they have enough
and enjoy the ride!
nado.
to hang with the Panthers...RusLet's take a look at this week's
Fulton City at Greenfield
sellville.
lucky winners:
The Yellow Jackets were winBallard at South Fulton
Graves Co. at Calloway
less last season. Meanwhile, FulSouth Fulton has tradition on
The first week is always the ton City is an improving team
its side, but also has many questoughest to predict because you behind quarterback Aaron Fertions to be answered. Ballard
never know what to expect from rell. That should be enough by
Memorial has flirted with a winany team, or any game. This one itself...Bulldogs.
ning season for the past two
is a classic example.
Trigg Co. at Caldwell
years. It just may be their
The Lakers, fresh off their
It seems like the Wildcats have
year...Bombers.
first-ever district championship taken a page out of Caldwell's
Webster Co. at Union Co.
season, come into 2000 with the playbook, throwing the ball all.
Webster was a bad football
same quarterback (Tony Ryan)and over the yard. However, they
team last year, and kicked off
won't have any success at that
several key returning players.
this season in grand fashion by
On the other hand, the Eagles this week...Tigers.
getting blown out at Trigg Counreturn veteran signal caller
Crittenden at Heath
ty last week.
Stephen Hatchell to a squad that
Crittenden
County,
who
Union County was a force in
was possibly the biggest surprise shocked Murray
in last season's last year's Class 3A, First Disin western Kentucky last year.
opener, didn't look like the same trict race and should
be so
Graves should have another team last week after getting
drilled again.. Braves.
good team, but Calloway's depth by the Tigers.
Tilghman at Christian Co.
and experience will win over in
Heath is an up-and-coming proTilghman got the Perry Thomas
this one...Lakers.
gram under coach Robert Dew. era started in the right directi
on,
Marshall Co. at Mayfield
They could make some noise in using its usual big-play capabil
Here's a surprise - Mayfield the Class 2A ranks
this sea- ities to blow past Madisonville
should again be the class of the son...Pirates.
last week. They should do the
Class A ranks in western KenHopkins Central at
same against Christian Countucky. Boy, some things never
Madisonville
ty...Blue Tornado.
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